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SANTA EE, N. M., FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1907.

MANY BILLS

purposes. The bill was read the first
and second time by title and ordered'
DEATH
translated, printed and referred to the
Committee on Counties and County
Lines.
House Bill Number 92 was IntroTO
E
duced by Mr. Sanchez of Taos, an act
1 on Section
to amend
4141 of the Compiled Laws of 1897
relative to a special license tax on
peddlers. The bill was read the first
and second time arid ordered translated, printed and referred to the Committee on Judiciary.
House Bill Number 93 was introduced by Mr. Beach, an act to uuiend
Section 2591 of the Compiled Laws of
1897 relative to the duties of tho ter
END ABRUPTLY
ritorial auditor. The bill was read TRIAL
the first and second time by title and
oraerea translated, printed and re
If CourtShould Decide to Ap
ferred to the Committee on Finance.
House Bill Number 94 was . intropoint Lunacy Commisssion
duced by Mr. Beach, an act relative
to the taxing of telegraph lines. The
to Examine Murderer.
bill was read the first and second time
and ordered translated, printed and
New York, Feb. 15. Will the Thaw
referred to the Committee on Finance.
murder trial be brought to an abrupt
House Bill Number 95 was Introwhen the taking of testimony
duced by Mr. Beach, an act relative ending
is resumed next Monday by the apto the sale of intoxicating llauors on
of a lunacy commission to
trains. The bill was read the first pointment determine
the condition of
officially
and second time by title and ordered the mind of
Harry Thaw?
translated, printed and referred to the
Defendant's Counsel Worried.
Committee on Finance,
This Is the question that is worry
that
he
had
The speaker announced
ing the counsel for the defendant,
signed Council Bill Number 2, an act whose suspicions have been aroused
relative to the filling of vacancies in
hy the sudden change of attitude of
county offices.
District Attorney Jerome, whoso apon
their
of
bills
Under the order,
parent
willingness to admit part of
2
third reading, House Bill Number by the defendant's
will, by his seemingly
Mr. Abbott, of Sauta Fe, an act rela- readiness to withhold
technical objective to the issuing of bonds for sani- tions to
testimony by the Thaw
cities
tary purposes by incorporated
family physician tending to throw ad
and towns came up. The bill was ditional
light upon the defendant's
read the third time as amended by the mental status and
by his policy yester
Committee on Municipal Corporations
day in admitting without opposition
so as to Include villages under its the
conversation between Thaw and
provisions.
Dr. Evans, when the latter was exMr. Abbott then explained the amining the prisoner In the Tombs.
amendments and moved that the
Would Prefer Death to Asylum,
amendments to the bill be adopted,
Thaw, himself, Is credited with de
which motion prevailed. Mr. Abbott claring that he would rather face
then moved that House Bill Number Sin? Sing prison or the electric chair
2 as amended "do now pass."
The in preference to the asylum If it
bill passed the House by a viva voce should come to a show down between
vote.
ihe three. His long confinement Is
Mr. Beach announced a meeting of beginning to tell on him perceptibly
the special committee to draft, a new and his .nervous system is almost a
to his having always
registration and election law at 7:30 wreck, owing
been of a high strung disposition.
P. m.
Jerome is Reticent.
Mr. Abbott, of Santa Fe, announced
when
District Attorney Jerome
to
Torrance
the
excursion
that
County
a to what stand ho would
questioned
.
morn-Insa.
7
m. Friday
would leave at
iako in ease the trial should be
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Max Nordhaua Says Citizens of Two'
I
Municipalities Should Join
Hands and Boost.

RUSSIA

i

Max Nordhaus, vice president and
general manager of the Charles Ilfeld
Mercantile Company, one of the largest business firms in the Southwest,
with wholesale establishments at Las
Vegas, Albuquerque, Sauta Rosa, and
Willard, has spent the past few days
in this city partly ou commercial and
partly on Legislative business. Mr.
Nordhaus is strongly opposed to the
TOTAL 10 DATE
KENTUCKY ON
3 EXECUTEjT
CUT-OF- F
BELEH
THE
proposed division of Sail
Miguel
County, the creation of Garfield and
the continuance of two municipalities
Measure By Mr. Abbott, of
While Still Another Suffers Four. Wholesale Houses Op consisting of the city of East Las Alexis Alladin to Tour U.
Vegas and the town of Las Vegas, beSanta Fe Relative to IncorDeath Penalty in Texas-Hist- ory
S. in Cause of Freedom
erating There Extensive lieving the latter especially to be very
detrimental to the best Interests of all
porated Cities Passed.
of Crimes.
Railroad Improvements.
in Czar's Domain.
concerned.
Mr. Nordhaus read In last evening's
'Both branches of tho Legislature
John T. Kelly, T. L. Walrath and W. New Mexican the news that the plats
New York, Feb. 15. Alexis Alladiu,
Richmond, Va., Feb. 15. There was
adjourned yesterday afternoon until
a harrowing scene at the double hang- M. Taylor, of Willard, arrived in San- of the permanent location of the ex the leader of the peasant party in Rus2
orIn
afternoon
o'clock
at
Monday
ing today at Farmville, a village near ta Fe last night to accompany the legi- tension of the El Paso and Southwest sia landed here today. He proposes
der that the members might avail
here, of Moses Hill and 'William Ruf-fl- slative excursion through Torrance ern Railway system from a point on touring this country In the cause of
themselves of the Invitation of Vice
two negroes convicted of the mur- County and boost for Willard, the as- the line of the El Paso and Rock religious and political freedom In RusPresident V. S. Hopewell of the Sander of Postoiaster John Grubb six pirant for the county seat of Tor- Island Railroad between Torrance and sia and has already been invited U
ta Fe Central Railway anil the Citirance. They came well supplied with Duran to the Dawson coal' camp 200 speak at both Harvard and Yale Unmonths ago.
zens' Committee of Torrance Comity
literature setting forth Willard's ad- miles in length had been filed In the iversities. He said on his arrival
Both Men Brave to Last.
today
to take a trip over the county today
Both Hill and Ruffln walked calmly vantages and have been busily engag- United Stales land offlce here and that tnat he would not be
surprised If tho
on a, special train which left the
to the gallows. When asked If they ed among the legislators.
Tiiey pre the city of Los Vegas would be the New Douma was never organized.
Union depot at 7: SO o'clock this
had anything to say both answered sent very convincing arguments in main point on the line. Commenting
Can't Stop Progress of Liberty.
morning.
"no" and the black caps were adjus favor of Willard as the county seat. upon bis very great, and good news
"It
is now too late to stop the proFollowing are the proceedings in
ted and at the signal the sheriff In conversation with a New Mexican to the Meadow City Mr. Nordhaus gress of liberty in Russia," he said.
full of yesterday afternoon's session
reporter they told of many new enter- said to a representative of the New "The liberal sentiment is so broadsprung the trap.
of the House which took place too
Hill's Weight Broke Rope.
cast and general that It will come to
prises being established in their city, Mexican:
lale for publication in last evening's
Hill weighed 275 pounds and When which Is only a year and a quarter old.
"Since representatives of both sides the front in spite of all government
New Mexican:
Wiliani Taylor, one of the trio who of the question nf the division of San opposition."
his body shot through the trap the
THE HOUSE.
but In RufHu's case is a real estate owner and land agent Miguel County have appeared before
rope
snapped,
Millions Starving.
Nineteenth Day Afternoon Session'
things were more successful, the drop In the new and growing town of Wil the proper committees of the LegislaAlladin further said that the condi(February 14.)
breaking his neck, death being prac lard, Torrance County and who is a ture and have had their say, I think it tion of the poorer classes In Russia
Pursuant to adjournment, the House
booster for business, spent yesterday Is to the best Interests of all concerned at present Is
tically Instantaneous.
extremely desperate and
was called to order this afternoon at
In the city preparing for the excur to leave the decision to the
Walked
Gallows
to
Again.
Calmly
judgment he believes that more than a million
3 o'clock, Speaker Baca in the chair.
Hill was seemingly uninjured by sion of the members of the Legislative of the Assembly. Our cltzens should people will die In that country during
The invocation was offered by the
his fall and quickly arose to his feet, Assembly and guests of the Santa Fe allow the matter to rest. There are the next three mouths from starvathen
clerk
chief
the
and
chaplain
,
Another rope was produced and un Central Railwayi through Torrance a- number of people In both the town tion.
,
read the roll, all answering present.
assisted he calmly walked up the steps County and for "a visit to Estancia, and city who are of the opinion that
Predicts Terrible Civil War.
or
of
the
The reading
the journal
Willard and Torrance today. Although incalculable harm has been done our
of the gallows a second time.
Unless the constituional rights deprevious session, was dispensed with
ho was very busy a reporter of the community by this most unwise agita- manded
Rope Broke Second Time.
by the Russian people are imupon motion luly seconded and carNew Mexican nevertheless Induced tion and washing of linen In public mediately
The spectators were horror-strlcgranted Alladin asserted
ried and ordered approved.
en when the rope broke a second time him to talk concerning the town of whicb should have been done at home that there would be one of the greatMullins
Mr.
petitiona
presented
is
now
in
Willard
which
and the victim died in terrible agony
the public by our local laundry. I sincerely trust est strikes the world has over seen.
from citizens of Eddy and Chaves
on the ground, death being due to eye and gleaned from him the follow that the people of both towns will re- The Russian navy will
join in the reCounties for and against the creation
frain from making the situation worse volt from the first, he declared, and
strangulation, the drop having caused ing:
of Artesla County. The petitions were
"The Invasion of Willard by the
the noese to tighten about his throat
will quickly be followed by the army.
by a continuance of the agitation.
referred to the Committee on Counof Las Vegas marks the third of
Threw Crowd Into Panic.
Now that the building of a new line
ties and County Lines.
The crowd was thrown into a panic New Mexico's largest commercial In of railway Into our community seems
The Finance Committee, Mr. Holt,
FIVE CONVICTS
and the sheriff and deputies were so stitutions to open business there and assured the Phelps-Dodgpeople hav
on
chairman,
favorably
reported
sickened by the awful scene that they means the immediate expenditure of ing yesterday filed their maps and
FROM TORRANCE
House Bill Number 2, an act relative
in brick buildings and. a $150,
profiles in the United States land of
brought to an abrupt end by an appli offered no assistance to the unfortun $30,000
to the Issuance of bonds by Incor000
for
investment
Mr. Beach asked for "vmlsslou to cation for a
stock
in
and goods
fice here at Santa Fe it Is to the in
Results From Judge Mann's
lunacy commission to ex ate victim and he died within a few
porated cities and towns for sanitary allow unmarried merr ;rs of the
these three stores alone. Two at least terest of all the people of Las Vegas, Quick
amine Into Thaw's condition, declined minutes.
Court All Lodged In Penitenpurposes but recommended that It be House to take either th
of the large stores will do a wholesale
"best girls" to discuss the matter In
Double Hanging In Kentucky,
regardless of whether they live on the
anyway.
amended to Include villages. Upon
tiary for Long Terms,
wire.
or some otner "renov-s
Mr,
Ruseellvllle, Ky., Feb. 15. Guy business, which Is an early recognl oast side or the west side of the
May Cause Family Rupture.
motion duly seconded and carried, the
com
of
to
was
Willard's
tion
fitness
it
a
b
Abbott explained that
"up
This new phase of tho caso may Lyon and Polk Fletcher, two white
that they get together for the Sheriff Manuel S. Sanchez, of Torreport of the committee was adopted. Mr. Beach
to get married," or make cause another rupture between Thaw men, were hanged here today for crim mercial center by reason of Us loca common purpose of building a Greater rance
House Bill Number 84 was introCounty, last evening lodged the
tion on the "Belen
the East Las Vegas, and with a pooling of In
alone. and his family and also between the inally assaulting
Mary
Glader,
duced by Mr. Baca, an act to amend tho trip to Torrance County
following convicts In the Territorial
ern
New
Mexico
which
a
committee
Mr.
of
Holt
wanted
Railway
two
German
special
defendant and his counsel. Thaw, It young
terests cause a revival of the busi Penitentiary :
years ago.
girl
Section 1072 of the Compiled Laws
will soon be completed with its con ness
Lyon Tried to Cheat Ga'lows.
pf the two towns.
of 1897, relative to persons sentenced appointed to ascertain If Mr. Beach Is rumored, .has Intimated strongly
Florencio Bermudezj sentenced for
Bond
The
recent
Lyon tried to cheat the gallows by necting lines,
The building of the "Ilswson" road tea years, for murder in the second
during the past few days that he Is
to prison who have served their sen really had a "best girl."
Mr. Mullens wanted the sergeant-a- t
He Brothers and Dunlavy deal at 'Wil will stimulate purchases and sales of degree; the convict is only 17 years
tired of being pictured as a maniac attempting suicide last night.
tence. The bill was read the first
lard will result In the location of a real estate and the best
way to en of age, was tried, convicted and senand second time by title and was or arms taken along to preserve order on before the public through the news- opened an artery In his wrist and al
wool scouring mill and already the
N
papers and 1t is not at all Improbable most bled to death before being disdered translated, printed and referred the train.
courage buyers and investors will be tenced at the present term of the
Santa
has
Fe
undertaken
System
be district court for Torrance County beIt was finally decided that a sten that he may refuse to abide by the covered by the death watch. Physi
to the Committee on Judiciary.
by demonstrating that
for the construction of a wool tween the two towns and harmony
the entire fore' Judge, Edward A. Mann.
in
House Bill Number 85 was Intro- ographer and a couple of Interpreters wishes of both the Thaw family and cians were called and injected almost plans
s
of a mil
a gallon of artificial blood into his veins house to hold
duced by Mr. Aldrlch, an act relative would be allowed to make the trip to his counsel.
Donaciano Agullar, sentenced for
community exists in fact."
but the condemned man had to be car- lion pounds of wool. Willard will betwo years for forgery; this convict Is
to blackmail and for other purposes Torrance County, upon motion of Mr.
come
wool
one
of
centers
the
largest
ried to the gallows on account of
Iwenty-fou- r
The bill was read the firat and second Sanchez of Taos, duly seconded and EIGHTY-SEVE- N
years of age and was also
WORK DELAYED
weakness and he was almost uncon in New Mexico, through its location
time by title and ordered translated carried.
sentenced by Judge Mann.
on
off
the cut
and by virtue of the
STILL MISSING snious when the trap was sprung.
ON DIVERSION DAM Jose Dolio Gallegos, sentenced for
Mr. Beach then wanted to select the
printed and referred to the Commit
fact that It Is in the center of what
Executed at Barbourville.
two years for stealing
tee on Judiciary.
Negro
too
much
was
horses, 42
but
this
stenographer,
has been for many years the finest
Victims Larchmont
House Bill Number 86 -- was Intro for Mr. Holt who moved that the Bodies Fifty-FivCars of Cement and Other Material years of a;e.
Barbourvllle, Ky., Feb, 15. Jesse
In
United
the
sheep
country
Disaster Recovered One SurTomas Barela, sentenced for three
duced by Mr. Studley, an act relative House adjourn until 2 o'clock Monday
at Points Along
Fitzgerald, a negro, was executed here States. raising
vivor Dies.
to a special school tax. The bill was afternoon. The motion prevailed by
for breaking into a building
Railroad.
years
today for the brutal murder of Mrs.
"Material for the Santa Fe Railway
Robert Broughton on August last.
Tead the first and second time by a viva voce vote, Mr. Beach dissenting
with Intent to steal; age 35 years.
depot and Harvey Eating House at
Lorenzo Mestes, one year for breakEl Paso, Texas, Feb. 15. By side
title and ordered translated, printed loudly.
Providence, R. I., Feb. 15. The num- Fitzgerald met death calmly.
Willard is arriving and work on these
Another Hanged In Texas.
a house
and referred to the Committee on
ber of bodies recovered iu the Larchtracking cars of material for the con- ing into and entering
structures
soon.
will
commence
very
crete work on the Leasburg diversion with intent to steal; age 52 years.
Education.
e
mont horror numbered
Bastrop,. Texas., Feb. 15. A. B. The road will
when
expend over $1(10,000 at dnm In the Rio Grande at Selden.New
House Bill Number 87 was intro- SUGGESTS REMEDY
Domingo Valles under indictment
the morgue opened today. It was Washington, a negro, was hanged here Willard in
erecting a depot, Harvey Mexico, the Santa Fe and other rail for the murder of the late Colonel J.
duced by Mr. Studley, an act relative
PREVENT WRECKS thronged with the anxious friends and last evening for the murdor of Jennie Easting House,
TO
water
chutes
and
coal
to the collection of poll tax. The bill
Francisco Chaves at Pinos Wells, in
relatives of the missing passengers Moore, his sweetheart.
tower. Besides, this road is to con roads are greatly delaying the con
was read the first and second time Vice President Kruttachnitt of South and crew. One of the survivors died
struction work.
December, 1904, was also returned to
at Willard what will be the
struct
the penitentiary for safe keeping. The
B. M. Hall, of the reclama
and .ordered translated, printed and
of
Engineer
last
surviv
list
the
night,
reducing
Pub
ern
Pacific
Favors
BURGLARS LOOT
Complete
largest railroad pumping plant in the tion
referred to the Committee on'Educa-Mon- .
ors to eighteen.
service, returned from Selden yes- day of his trial bai not vet been set
Eighty-sevepeo
llcity of Accidents.
v
eountry, the estimated cost of which
BANK
after spending several days at by Judge Mann.
VAULT
to
be
were
on
who
known
the
terday
ple
,:
Is $100,000. The round house Is anthe government camp Just below the
steamer are still missing.
, House Bill; Number S8, was introto
come
other
the
and
Improvement
New Orleans, La., Feb. 15. As a
At Ellisvllle, Illinois, Securing $1,400
dam site. He says Contractor J. P. WILLARD
duced by Mr. Blernbaum, an act relaSECURES
company has already constructed Nelson has about
In Gold and $1,600 in Currency-M- ake
tive to land locating and surveying preventative for railroad accidents BUTTE MAIL
completed tho excaseven miles of sidetrack and expended
on both sides
BIG
ENTERPRISE
vation
and
earth
Good Escape, .
filling
and for the appointment of a board of complete publicity is suggested by
many thousands of dollars In drilling of the
CARRIERS
river, and is now ready to comexaminers. The bill was read the Julius Kruttschnlt, director of main
QUIT
wato
with
wells
the
supply
mence the concrete work. Many cars Charles Ilfeld Company Has Purfirst and second time and ordered tenance and operation of the HardPeoria, 111., Feb. 15. The vault of ter. It Is a
strange fact that Willard of material have been
man lines and vice president of the Postoffice
chased Site and Will Erect Large
received, but
Refuses to the Bank of Ellisvllle was cracked at has the
translated, printed and referred to the
Department
cut-off
from
water on the
Southern Pacific Railroad. In an In
Mercantile Store.
needed before the concrete
material
an early hour today and the entire Texlco toonly
Committee on Territorial Affairs.
Grant Demand for Higher Wages
Rio Puerco that can be used
terview today he said:
work can be started has not been re- contents of the vault consisting of $1 for
and Accepts Resignations.
House Bill Number 89 was introaccounts
This
purposes.
engine
:',elved.
"The persons responsible for rail
400 in gold and $1,600 in currency and
Special to the New Mexican.
duced by,Mr. Abbott of Colfax County,
for the extensive arrangements conSeveral men have been sent out
Willard, N. M., Feb. 15 A deal was
Butte, Mont., Feb. 15. The mail some valuable papers were taken. templated at Willard to provide water
an act relative to Incorporate and road accidents, whether officers, em
the Santa Fe system to trace closed today which gives Willard anestablish the "Old Palace Ladies' As- ployes or laborers, should be made carriers of the Butte postofflce will There were five men in the gang. E. over the entire
The Willard along
sociation of New Mexico." This bill known to the public In order, that they quit work In a body on March 1st, W. Butler, who owns the bank, gave water is the best so far found in New ears which were shipped from their other large mercantile establishment.
destination several weeks ago. Mr. The Charles Ilfleld .Mercantile Comcontains Mr. Abbott's idea of the may feel the weight of popular dis- advices having been received from chase but the burglars got away,
Mexico, being pure mountain water Hall said that the tracers had found
a
pany, which now has wholesale stores
Washington to the effect that the In
proper solution of the disposal of the pleasure. We must bring about
and
free from all harmful substances
cars containing material for the Leas- at Las Vegas, Santa Rosa and Albu
Old Palace which for 300 years was closer observance of the rules govern crease in salaries asked by the local
suitable for engine use. It
KANSAS
SENATE
especially
burg dam buried on side tracks all querque, has purchased six lots in
the seat of government In this Terri- ing the operation of railroads and a carriers is Impossible to concede and
is pronounced the purest water on the
Willard on which the company will
along the line.
BARS REPORTERS entire
tory. Mr. Abbott's bill provides that greater respect for danger signals their resignations have been accepted.
from
Fe
Santa
Railway system
Contractor
Nelson expects to be immediately erect a large
the association shall consist of ten than we now get from our employes. The present salaries range from $600
Chicago to San Francisco.
ablto complete th concrete work of brick building, 50x100 feet, with ware
women to be appointed by the Gover This can only be done by the widest to $900 per annum, the latter amount Of Kansas City Star From Floor or
"Willard feels confident of securing me nam wuniu
aays ironi ine houses and other facilities for carryGalleries Passes Resolution to
nor and that they shall conduct the publicity of all accidents."
only after a number of years of conthe county seat of Torrance County. time he starts andsixty
'
It now depends up'
a $50,000 stock of goods. The
tinuous service.
affairs of the Old Palace, giving the
Enforce Order.
The Willardites, not only know the on the Santa Fe Railway when he will ing
cost of the Improvements will approxHistorical Society of Santa Fe all of
comfull force of Willard's strength
be able to secure the necessary ma- imate $15,000. For sometime the Ilthe rooms desired to the east of the SERIOUS MUTINY
Topeka, Kan., Feb. 15. The Kansas mercially, and as to her location, but
TRAIN CRASHES
terial.
fleld concern has been looking over
Senate today by a vote of 24 to 13 have
main entrance, preserving the Ben
TURKISH SOLDIERS
full confidence In the ability and
The original contract called for the the situation at Willard and conINTO SWITCH ENGINE adopted a resolution barring ail repre- judgment
Hiir and Spanish reception room inof Councilman Dalies in completion of the Leasburg dam with
cluded to put in a wholesale and
tact, providing quarters for the city Put Down by Loyal Marines 300 Musentatives of the Kansas City Star
the measure through the in five months from the time It was
In Railroad Yards at Oklahoma City from the floor and galleries of the putting
establishment here because the
council of Santa Fe and for a school
tineers Jumped Overboard Many
House. The fact that the bill has accepted. The contract was signed
of archaeology. Five members of the
believes It to be the coming
Senate chamber.
This action was
Killed.
Injuring Many Passengers Some
the Council, receiving every in November, and the diversion dam company
passed
town In this section of the territory.
board the bill provides shall be mem
taken because the Star has been printSeriously.
but one, Is evidence of the Jus must be completed In April, that the
vote,
bers or descendants of old Spanish
The fact that the Atchison, Topeka
ing articles commenting upon the al- tice of Willard's claim and a fine tesSuez, Feb. 15.. A serious mutiny
Mesilla Valley ranchers can secure and Santa Fe
families and five not specified. Five which took
of the
15. Rock leged
tendencies
Feb.
Oklahoma
Railway Is erecting here
on
a
City,
of
board
of
Council
the
timonial on the part
place today
the. water for the spring work from a wool warehouse
members of the board must be resiwith a capacity of
train Number ? Senate.
while the ship was Island passenger
In Us member from the the canal below the big diversion dam.
Turkish,
transport
Its
confidence
s
dents of Santa Fe and five from other
of a million pounds had
rounded a curve In the east end o
ended
the
canal
of
Torrance.
passing
through
by
County
a deciding Influence with the Ilfelds.
points in New Mexico. Rent from the 300 soldiers
'A. F. Wltzel, of St, Louis, traveling STILL WRESTLING WITH
jumping overboard. Ten the yards In this city last night and SLOW PROGRESS
rooms In the Old Palace are supposed
Willard's distrlbutory facilities along
were shot by loyal marines while crashed Into a switch engine stand
of
one
of
the largest
representative
JAP SCHOOL QUESTION. the Santa Fe Central and the Santa
to provide a fund for keeping the
IN ADAMS TRIAL beer
ing upon the main line track. Both
esbreweries In the country, Is at
structure In repair. The association many were drowned and others
Fe Railway system naturally appealed
were
demolished
engines
completely
takWillard with a view to establishing a
must report annually to the Governor caped by swimming ashore and
Washington, D. C, Feb. 15. Mayor to a firm which always considers a
r
passengers were In Still Trying to Secure a Jury In Idaho wholesale distributing depot for the
Is not known and twenty-foutimber.
to
the
It
ing
Schmltz and Secretary Lefflngwell of wide
of New Mexico.
Murder Case New Venire
tributary territory as necessary
what caused the mutiny, but the off- jured., The engineer and fireman of
beer and malt beverages brewed by the San Francisco school board called
The bill was read the first and secto a point In which It locates a branch
train
were
Drawn.
the
passenger
seriously
men
the
had
vessel
of
the
the establishment which he repre- at the State Department today and
say
ond time and ordered translated, icers
been restless for some days and that hurt
sents. Willard will be the distribut- had a conference with Secretary Root. establishment.
printed and referred to the CommitThe Incoming of the Ilfelds gives
many of them had to be placed in
Wallace, Idaho, Feb. 15. Following ing point for all of New Mexico and 'Neither parties to the conference
tee on Capitol.
Willard
irons which aroused trouble among CONGRE8S WANTS INTERSTATE
three large mercantile estabbusiof
fresh
Mr.
venire
a
a
the
that
Wltzel
would
nature
of
big
lardy drawing
expects
disclose the
the ques' House Bill Number 90 was Intro-- ' their comrades.COMMISSION'S
REPORT of fifty men, Judge Wood's court to- ness will be.done."
lishments, each carrying over a
tions
discussed.
duced by Mr. Padllla, an act to repeal
Washington, Feb. 15. By a resolu day resumed thaask of selecting a
stock, namely the John Becker
Mayor Schmltz, however, said that
Section 1344 of the Compiled Laws of MOTOR WORKS BURNED
tion introduced In the Senate today Jury In the Steve Adams murder case. KENTUCKY PAPERS INDICTED
Bond Brothers and Dunlavy
Company,
the
not
school
board
had
considyet
1897 relative to arrests for minor ofENTAILING $400,000 LOSS this body has called upon the Inter- Public' opinion among the townspeople
FOR GIVING DETAILS OF TRIAL. ered the proposition looking to plac- and the Charles Ilfeld Company, the
fenses and for other purposes. The
state Commerce Commission tor all here Is well divided. Among the
Lebanon, Ky., Feb. 15. The grand ing the Japanese In schools exclu- last which will be known locally as
bill was ordered translated, printed
New York, Feb. 15. The motor the testimony recently taken by the merchants end business men there Is Jury of this county has returned
the Willard Mercantile Company.
sively for them. He eaid that they
and referred to the Committee on Ju- works of the Daimler
Chi- a well
developed sentiment against indictments against the Cincinnati En had not discussed that.
Manufacturing commission In Minneapolis and
diciary.
Company at Long Island City, were cago respecting the shortage of cars the Western Federation of Miners, quirer, the Louisville Herald, the
Don't forget our large and complete
The conference will be held this
House Bill Number 91 was
destroyed by fire yesterday.
The for the movement of freight, particu- which is defending Adams, while Louisville Times and the Evening afternoon
with the President at bindery tad Job department All work
by Mr. Padlllaf an act to create loss Is estimated at $400,000. The larly the grain crop.
among the working masses there Is Post for printing and circulating the which It Is generally understood all handled promptly and In the most
Foraker County from portions of Col- - plant consisted of one main building
offensive and Indecent" proceedings matters 1n dispute will be amicably
strong prejudice la favor of the almanner. One trial makes you
x and Union Counties and for other and several" smaller structures. .
New Mexican advertisers get trade. leged murderer.
of the Thaw murder trial.
a permanent patron.
adjusted,
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican Is the oldest ne wspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
and growing circulation
every poetofflce in the Terrltot. n4 h as
unong the Intelligent and progressive

'r;e

peopif oi ujb Southwest

zens of the county for which they
the superintendent;
would select
many of them are educators who came
to New Mexico only recently and to
for the products of the Centennial whom the Territory will be a home
State. It grew poetic and proud and only ns long as their job lasts or until
it has a right to do so. However, a better Job heaves into sight. They
what it says of Its own state can are appointed by a board which in
with as much and even with greater turn is appointed by a chief execuwho is appointed In Washington,
justice and fairness be said of the tive
usrieultural products of the Sunshine often without even consulting the po
and future State. The litical leaders of New Mexico much
Territory
Terthe
corn, the oats, the alfalfa, less the people themselves. The
wheat,
thereof
Is
Education
Board
ritorial
raised
the
the fruits and
vegetables
all.
in New Mexico are superior in every fore not a representative body at
The alternative plan suggested by
respect to those raised and grown In
conits neighbor to the north. Whatever Professor Hadley, will bear more
is excellent and first class in Colora- sideration, It is to elect county boards
of education .which would in turu sedo, is just a little better, a little
In
sweeter, a little bigger, a little richer, lect the county superintendent.
a little more prolific In the Sunshine such case, the board given the power
to select would bo directly represen
Territory. Colorado beats New Mexicon
Us
of
co In development
agricultural tative of the people and would
citizens of the
resources, in irrigation. In the mileage sist of tax payers and
of railroads and In population. 'New county for which it would make
By providing in addi.Mexico will come to attain these in the selection.
due course of time and when It does, tion that the qualifications for county
for a
what the Republican says of Its own superintendent be the same as
state will apply with greater force city superintendent and allowing an
and justice to New Mexico. The Re adequate salary, the desired object
would be attained without going to a
publican's editorial reads so well and
board to choose for
re
well
to
it
is
is so applicable that
the people one of their county officials.
produce it that the people of this
The New Mexican has quoted a
commonwealth may know what Is In
to
store for them and what will be the number of Republican newspapers
within a show that the Republican press looks
roQiilt And win dltlon here
at the school superintendent's question
few years. Says the 'Republican:
New Mexi"Who would limit the greatness of the same way as does the
much. can, and herewith reproduces a com
undertake
Colorado would
There is no bounding Us limitations. ment from the Silver City Independent
Utica this! First In this, a leading Democratic paper, to show
No pent-uwith
first in that, soon It will be first In that the Democratic press agrees
this sub
The months and years the Republican press upon
all things.
Fakir Journal stands
that come do but bring new blue rib ject andasthat the
It does In so many other
bons for all to admire as they must alone,
In the effort to rob the peoand envy if they will. Colorado Is matters,
of their rights and
auother
of
the
In
ple
the nrize premium winner
the Independent:
world's big fair, they simply cannot prerogatives. Says
"The members of the Territorial
hp.ir. it.
of Education are undoubtedly
"And what think you It now is? Board
In
gentlemen, but they apparintelligent
first
for
was
long;
First, in silver it
In knowledge of human natrnld it came to be; the plain then ently lack
ture. In an effort to take the election
Itgrew jealous of the hills and won
of
county school superintendents out
sweet
peas
and
for
self prizes
spuds,
- of politics, they propose to vest the
cameana
built
mid alfalfa
pork,
power of selection In the Territorial
loupes, only to top off by capturing Board of
Education, and thus Inaugurthe hotly contested riDDon ior me
or comhimrest nile of sugar beets and walk ate a government by boards
of missions. The strong protests going
sweetest
premium
the
with
away
of the territory is
ihem all. The list might be extenaea up from all sections
proof conclusive that the common peo
we forgot the peach, for instance
educators.
until those things in which Colorado ple do not agree with the
rivals all comers would grow to look It is true In some Instances that the
of
like a catalogue of mineral and agri- board might make better selections
itt,roi virtnps. Par be It from us men to supervise the county schools
to boast. We come not to praise than the voters, but a board of educatof political
Caesar, but to record a newly discov- ors Is just as susceptible
Influences as the ordinary run of peoexcellence.
"it is onions; yes, onions. No par ple. It Is not likely that the attempt
lor product, this, but the uncommon to take this power away from the peoor irrigated variety of onion Indigen- ple will be seriously considered by
There is no demand
ous t,i and flourishing in the black the Legislature.
snndv loam of Larimer. Let It be re- for such a radical change, and the
corded and known to all that the Co educators make a serious mistake
lorado onion is to perfume the world, when they try to obtain such autothat henceforth he who smells may cratic power. A much more rational
be well advised to look for the name method would be to prescribe certain
and sienature blown Into the air.
qualifications for the office and let the
"There are onions and onions. The people make their own selections."
onion of Bermuda, vain glorious In
its strength, long has trailed across MORE GOOD WORK BY DELEGATE
ANDREWS.
the land unchallenged, but Us day of
Not one territory, except New Mex
triumph is over. It must give way
to a superior pungency and higher de ico, is to receive an appropriation unWhen Bermuda der the House resolution providing for
gree of esculence.
became famous there was no Colorado fish hatcheries and fish culture staon the map; that is the reason. Now tions as reported by the Committee
Colorado is here and with It has come of the Whole House, and as it will be
Most of the
nn onion possessing In higher de passed by Congress..
gree the rubefacient property than states receive an apppropriation of
pvpf onion held before, one whose $20,000 each, some $10,000 and others
turnlcated coat has turned the world less, or nothing at all. New Mexico
against all others and whose volatile Is to receive $20,000 or as much as is
oil has excited the volubility of all to be" given the state of New York or
who eat and pass the fact of eating Ohio.
The fish hatcheries to be eson to their friends. The fame of the tablished under this resolution are to
Colorado onion has spread with the be located at suitable points to be sewinds that blow until all the world lected In the discretion of the Secrein clamoring at its door for onions to tary of Commerce and Labor who
oat and onion seeds to plant has shall
purchase the site, construct the
nushed the state Into the first set.
buildings and place the necessary
''Having turned up Us nose against euipment. This Is but another proof
all other varieties, the world hence of the New Mexican's assertion that
forth Is to but why go on to dilate Ne'w Mexico has In Congress a deleon the superiorities of this onion of
gate, who although he has no,, vote,
onions or this state of states Is
yet, accomplishes as much for this
"To gild fine gold, to repaint the lily, commonwealth as does the most
rqj
"To throw a perfume on the violet.
nowned and powerful representative
has
"It is enough that another height
from any of the sovereign states.
been reached, another ribbon pinned What would Mr. Larrazolo have reupon the broad breast of the cham ceived under this resolution? A goose
plon, another benefaction worked. Let egg, that and nothing more.
us pass the onions and be on to the
next course."
Advertising must pay, else $200,- 000,000 would not have been spent on
THE SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT advertising during the year, 190C, by
QUE8TION.
the business men of the country. UnSuncrintendant of Public Instimc- fortunately, Santa Fe merchants and
tion Hiram 'Hadley Is distributing a business men do not look upon adververy readable circular defending the tising as they should. It were better
to
proposition that the superintendents were this different and were they
of county schools should be appointed use more printers' Ink. They should
bv the Territorial Board of Educa keep up with the procession and do
tion. Mr. Hadley, who has the wel as do the business men all over this
fare of the public schools at heart un great and glorious country.
selfishly, can always command a re
"Public sentiment In New Mexico
spectful hearing and what he says
about the Importance of the position has decreed that gambling must go,
of county school superintendent and The Legislative Assembly now In ses
The necessity of filling the office with sion may Just as well recognize the
capable men, cannot be successfully decree at once and act accordingly."
Socorro Chieftain.
contradicted.
When, however, he as
serts that the appointment of county And the Legislative Assembly now
school superintendents by the Terri In session will recognize the decree
torial Board of Education "would be and act accordingly. The anti-gaanalogous to the appointment of city bling. law will be enacted before the
school superintendents by city boards session closes.
of education, the New Mexican can
There is one thing the lawyers for
not agree with him. The city boards
to
of education are elected by the peo the defense have not attempted
ple and consist of men from the lo prove In the Thaw murder case and
cality for which they select the su for this they have the thanks of the
The Territorial Board country. They have not tried to make
perintendent.
of Education does not consist of citi out an alibi.
MEXICO WILL COME TO IT
IN DUE TIME.
The Denver Republican In a recent
Issue sings a song of Joy and praise
NEW

FOR LAS

RAILROAD
VEGAS.

Plats for the permanent location of
the extension of the El Paso and
Southwestern system from a point on
the El Paso and Rock Island In Torrance County between the stations of
Torrance and Duran to the Dawson
coal camp, have been filed In the
United States land office here. The
Hue will be about 200 miles in extent
and will open up a section of the territory heretofore devoid of railroad communication. It will traverse the counties of Torrance, San Miguel, Mora
and Colfax, and the city of Las Vegas
will be the most Important point on
of the perthe extension.
manent surveys have been completed,
and while three surveys have been
made through Las Vegas, the city will
bo on the main line no matter which
survey shall bo finally determined and
The construction of this
selected.
road will mean much for the future
advance and growth of the Meadow
City. It will regain for the merchants
there a large trade territory which
they had in years gone by, but which
they lost by the building of the El
Paso and Southwestern and tho Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific through
eastern New Mexico. It will put new
life Into the Meadow City and will aid
materially every interest centered
there. Trade which, for the past two
or three years has gone to El Paso
which before that was done in Las
Vegas, will come back to the latter
town manyfold, as the population of
the section has greatly increased since
then. Cheap coal from the Dawson
coal fields will be delivered In Las
Vegas and this will aid the manufac
turing Interests of the town greatly.
Considerable trade from the Dawson
coal camp must also fall to the
Meadow City and its influence and
trade territory will surely be extended
by the building of the new road. Much
of the money that will be spent in
construction work will also find its
way into the coffers of the merchants,
business 'men, contractors and laboring folk of the Meadow City and the
sections and counties tributary to it.
This is another good reason why the
people of the city of East Las Vegas
and of the town of Las Vegas should
get together and should act upon the
principle "United we stand, divided we
fall."
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THE MAKING OF CLOTHES.
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1 Hubbell Versus Terry

V

Great Deal Depend

Upon Properly

rreialiis Garment.

i"Tr'"iiiii'i'ii""ii"'iir"ini""i''iMiii"ii'i
Original.

Tressiug a garment la half of the
making, and a nicely made gown will
be ruined If it is not properly pressed.
Iu the majority of cases the amateur
dressmaker either allows the garment
to become shiny or else the seams
are not sufficiently pressed and have a
drawn look. All this may be overcome
if care Is taken, and no doubt many
will be surprised to learn that It Is the
board on which the material lg pressed
that is all at fault.
The Ironing board should be well
padded. To do this an old comforter
should be used, and on top of this a
couple of old blankets. Old sheets
make the best Ironing cloths. Double
and pin securely to the blanket on each
side of the board, or they may be sewed on with large stitches If preferred,
but these coverings must be frequently
changed; therefore pinning Is all that
Is really necessary.
One will be well
repaid for fixing an Ironing or pressing
board In this way, and seams may be
firmly pressed on a board such as the
one described without their becoming
shiny.
For pressing all dark materials It In
well to keep a cotton cover for that
purpose alone, as colored materials
To press seams
are apt to stain.
open, lay the right side of the material next the board and open the seam.
Run a thimble filled with water up
and down, allowing a small quantity
of the water to remain all along the
seam. Some women may prefer to use
a spoon to dampen the seam with.
Have a moderately hot Iron, so as not
to scorch the material, and It Is all Important that the seam should be Ironed
until perfectly dry. Do not stretch the
material, but bold the seam that is
being pressed so there will be no danger of It puckering.
To press a hem, plaits or a large
plain surface, take an old piece of
cotton material (a pillowcase would
do) and, after placing the material to
be pressed with the right side down,
thoroughly wet the muslin and wring
It out, place it smoothly over the material and Iron until dry, If this Is
done to one part of a dress, all parts
must be treated In the same way or It
will be noticeable where It has been
pressed. New York Telegram.

When old John Fallows, childless
widower, became partially blind, people wandered how he was going to get
on. It was not long before their anxiety was allayed by the announcement
thut Rebecca Hubbell, a young lady
socially prominent and much sought
after, had of her own free will reslgu-ethe world to devote herself to the
poor old mau.
Fallows' only descendant was a
niece, Jane Terry, the daughter of his
sister. When Miss Hubbell entered
upon the care of John Fallows, Miss
Terry was a schoolgirl. A year later
she was graduated, and It was supposed that she would relieve the woman who was giving up her life to devote It to the Invalid by taking her
place. "But she did not. Then people
begun to talk. A story was circulated
that she was bent rather ou frivolity
than shuttlug herself up to be a prey
to the whims of a peevish old man.
Miss Terry gave color to the report by
accepting the offer of a woman who
took a fancy to her to lutroduce
her Into society. Being attractive, her
social success was looked for by her
friends. Nevertheless she was a failure. She was blamed for permitting
Miss Hubbell to do a work that she
should have done herself. This feeling
was more pronounced since Miss Hubbell had been prominent in the circle
to which Miss Terry had been Introduced. Besides this, there were a number of little sayings going about the
origin of which could not be traced.
When Mrs. A. asked Mrs. B. why
Miss Terry did not assume her proper
place with respect to her uncle, Mrs. B.
would say that she hud heard It stated
that the old gentleman was so nervous
and irritable that only one of a serene
disposition could manage him. When
Mrs. O. asked Mrs. D. the same question. Mrs. D. would look grave and say
that Miss Terry was jealous of the influence of thut angel over her uncle
and would like to get near him If she
could. It was the old man who kept
her away. Whatever truth there was
In these reports, certain It is that they
blocked Miss Terry's social aspirations,
aud after being present at a few functions she was dropped.
- Then came a
surprise. John Fallows
AN IDEAL QUILT.
died, aud Instead of leaving a compeMEASURE.
A VERY IMPORTANT
tency, as had been supposed, he left
Doe A wily With the Clumsy Tucking
But, as a still greater surOne of the important measures be- millions.
In at the Corner.
fore the Legislature Is Council Bill prise, he bequeathed' everything to his
In a Massachusetts farmhouse I
Number 17, introduced by Councilman ulece, Jane Terry, not remembering
an Ideal quilt. It was of a beauSargent. It seeks to safeguard public Miss Hubbell with a penny. Society found
a
funds, especially those in the hands of was shocked. Miss Hubbell's sacrifice tiful shade of green and white, with
Miss Terry, who running border of Ivy leaves.
The
was
while
unrequited,
that
county treasurers, by providing
all bonds of territorial and county had shirked a duty in order to attempt chief beauty was Its shape. It was
dea
officials shall be given by surety com- to assume place in society, which
clined to receive her, was made rich.
In
to
do
business
authorized
panies
A few cynical people predicted that
New Mexico, providing that all public
with Its heart
funds In the hands of county treasur- society might protest
such
but that Miss
ers and the treasurers of public Insti- againstwould injustice,
open with a golden key a
tutions must be kept in properly desig- Terry
lock that would not turn with one of
nated depositories and "hall draw In- baser metal. But these did not reckon
terest, such depositories to give bond on the hold Miss Hubbell still held on
for the safekeeplne of the funds. The the social leaders. Society with unexbonds given by territorial officials are
pected generosity took up the cause of
to be paid for by tho Territory and a the
poor girl who had been wronged
scale of fees for such bonds is included and turned Its back on the girl It asIn the bill. All moneys In the hands sumed had wronged her,
of county or territorial judiciary offThen It was rumored that the deicers are declared public funds. The ceased
a codicil to his will
enactment of this bill will prevent leaving a considerable part of his esW 0 1 H p r"i El)
county treasurers, for instance, from tate to Miss Hubbell. This codicil tiuil
FLAP
putting public moneys Into private been appropriated by Miss Terry. Miss
I
i
business and will enable the proper Hubbell commenced suit to break the
QOOD QUILT SCHEME.
authorities to prosecute them for em- will. All would depend upon securing
bezzlement In case of misappropria possession of a slip of paper on which generous in width, but the length had
tion, something that is well nigh im the codicil had been written. It was been carefully adjusted so that there
possible under the present statutes known or at least supposed to be In was no surplus at the top. At the foot
the keeping of Miss Terry or her attoreven in the most flagrant cases.
was a flap twelve Inches wide and In
neys. Could they be forced to produce length just the width of the bed. This
was tucked under the mattress and
BLING BULL WILL It in court?
AN ANTI-GAMiss Terry surprised every oue by made It
PASS.
Impossible for one's feet to
the management of her affairs stick out. It had the added advantage
"The Arizona Legislature has passed 'taklug
Into her own hands. She engaged her of doing away with the clumsy tucking
the act repealing the gambling law of
and Instructed them In the In at the corners, for the sides bung
the territory. The new law goes into lawyers of
method
their defense. They were to smooth and straight. L. E. W. In
1.
on
While
licensed
effect
gam admit the existence of the
April
paper in Good Housekeeping.
bling still Is permitted In a number of question, but were to decline to pro
cities, Phoenix, Tucson and Douglas duce It till compelled to do so In open
Be Yonraelf.
have voted it out. It will now cease court. This course only Inflamed Miss
You will save yourself much fancied
over the territory, and New Mexico Hubbell's
supporters against the heir
out of mind
commonwealth ess, and the soclul (Mors remained unhapplness .if you put
remains the only
the girls richer than yourself In matewithin the Union, outside of Alaska, barred against Uer.
rial wealth and do not strive to Imiwhere licensed gambling is still per
All periods of waiting have an end,
tate them in your entertaining.
Be
mitted." Silver City Independent.
aud so did the suspense attending the yourself aud use the facilities which
will
not
Mexico
much case of Hubbell versus Terry. The your modest home affords. Your boy
And New
longer' be under this unenviable dis lawyers for the claimant and the law and girl friends do not come to view
bill will yers for the defendant came Into court furniture and to overeat, but to enjoy
tinction. An
be passed by the
Legis with their satchels full of papers and your companionship. The accessories
lative Assembly. The people demand their clerks loaded with law books. are Incidentals. A clever, story, an
it and the members of the Assembly Rebecca Hubbell showed great confiamusing game, will be remembered
are in accord with the wishes of the dence, for her lawyers assured hei
the kind of flowers or quanpeople and will carry them Into effect that they would compel her enemies to tity of sliver that graced the feast Is
in this as in other instances of legis produce the codicil. The most careful
forgotten. Put your guests In the
lation which have so far been brought study of Miss Terry's face failed to re frame of "mind of a small boy of my
before the Assembly, and which will veal what she felt. Society was pres acquaintance who said to his host.
come before it during the remainder ent in large numbers, and for once so- "Mr. Black, if you ever have another
of its existence.
ciety was deeply Interested In seeing a children's party, I'll come."
wrong righted.
Miss Hubbell's principal attorney
Gold Decorated China.
DO NOT WANT TOO MUCHI
If china Is decorated with gold It
"That feature of the plan for se after a few preliminary questions to a
witness who had admitted he had seen should never be washed with soap, as
curing better qualified county school
the
much talked of paper bearing the It has a dulling effect and after a time
vests
their
which
ap
superintendents
codicil asked of the court that It be causes the gilt to rub off. Hot water
pointment in the Territorial Board of
Education Is not meeting with very produced by the defense. The attorney does no harm. It Is better soft, and,
for the defense objected. The court If no rainwater be .handy, It Is an
favorable comment." Socorro
ruled that the document must be easy matter to boll It well, then re
out. Slowly the attorney drew duce It to the proper temperature. The
It ought not to. The people are brought
from bis pocket a wallet and from the softer the drying cloth the better. Use
entitled to elect this class of officials
w.dlet a half sheet of letter paper and It the moment the articles are out of
as much as they should exercise their
handed it to the claimant's advocate. the water, says an exchange. To rinse
of
the
remainder
to
the
elect
right
In cold water Is to retard the drying.
The latter read it and turned pale.
or
let
hin
officials
without
county
Ten minutes later the claim was Besides, many cracks In china are due
trusted-anbe
drance. The people can
withdrawn, and claimant and defend- to the sudden plunge from hot to cold
the man or the official who says they ant left the courtroom, the former a water.
.
cannot, had best take a back seat broken down .woman, the latter sereneThe Idea of allowing a half dozen men ly victorious. This was the codicil:
Children In Bed.
educators though they be, holding a
A little child should never be al"To be used ouly in case Rebecca
to
dictate Hubbell
temporary appointive office,
attempts to break this will. lowed to go to sleep with Its face
who shall administer the public school For years she has dominated me. She partly under the bedclothlng. Mothaffairs of counties In this Territory Is, tried to force me to marry her. She ers are supposed to know this, but
the more one considers It, not In the has kept my niece, Jane Terry, from they are often careless. A child's face
must be entirely uncovered when
right direction and In fact more or me."
less presumptous and preposterous,
Jane Terry did not need to open so- asleep, so that It Inhales only perfectly
There Is such a thing as wanting too cial doors with golden keys. Her en- pure air and not that which has almuch and this proposition is in that emy was silenced. There was no fur- ready been breathed.
It Is trifling
line. Stop It, the sooner the bolter!
ther opposition to her entrance.
things like this which make or mar a
EMMA LINE O. BURKE.
child's future bealtb.
The
Legislative Assembly has adjourned until Monday
next and today the members visited JUSTICE OFTHE PEACE DOCKET8. oages each, or with both civil and
The New Mexican Printing Company criminal bound In one book, go page
Torrance County to ascertain' for
themselves the merits of the propo- has prepared civil and criminal dock- civil and 820 pages criminal. To in
sition to change the lines of the coun- ets especially for the use of Justice troduce them they, are offered at tlx
ty and its county seat from Estancia of the peace. Tbey ire especially ' following low price :
to Wlllard. The" New Mexican hopes ruled, with printed headings,. In elthe
Civil or criminal...
I2.7J
that the trip and the experience will Spanish or English; made of good rec4.00
Combined
civil
and
criminal...,
ord
and
bound
be both useful and pleasant.
durably
paper, strongly
For 45 'ients additional for a single
with leather back and covers and canWhile the northwestern states are vas, sides, have full Index In front and docket, or 55 cent additional for
clamoring for cars to haul coal to the fees of justices of the peace and c mblnatlon docket, they will be sent
them, southern Florida Is clamoring constables printed In full on the first by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
for 10,000 freight cars to haul away page. The pages are 10Hx6 Inches. full must accomnany order. State
the watermelon crop this coming These books are made up n civil and ilalnly whether English or Spanish
spring. Verily, this Is a great country. criminal docket, separate of 82 'printed heading It wanted.Four-fifth-
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TflE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propi.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.

,

--o

Santa Fe,

Washington Avenue

New Mexico.

BERGERE

IH3URRHCE

GENERAL AGENT8

HGEHCY

FOR NEW MEXICO

GOlTlPflHV
FOR

PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA,
Purely a Mutual Insurance

PA,
Company.

Rational Surety Co., of flew York
Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rate.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

LACOME & GABLE, Proprietors.
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in Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steem
d.

Every Boom aGoodOce. Short Order
Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

As

Coronada Hotel and Cafe
One of

Rtstat-ra-

1'b

t

in

;te ffnibwcft.

OPEN DAY an dNIGHT
MEAL TICKET, ar Mesle
'

REGULAR MEALS 35c

j.

FIRST CLASS SHORT ORDERS
SERVED A LA CARTE.
-

.

Best Rooms

in

All Kinds of Spanish Dishes Pre
pared by New Cook From El Paso.

City; 50 Cents and

Up.

take your meals at
respectfully, but earnestly request that you
"
my restaurant, south side plaza.
1

jtHnf..

G.

g

Thirty-sevent-

the Best

h

LUPE HERERA, Prop.

long-afte-

Thirty-sevent-

h

...... Vv..
.

OUR
OTTO

RETSCH

Proprietor.

fine

Wines, Liquors and cigars

WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

i

t

V

SANTA FE, N. M

Subscribe for the Dally New Mexi
The New Mexican Bindery U turn can and
get the news.
artistic
most
some
the
out
of
ing
hlnUnap In the Southwest It is the
moit completely equipped blnderr In
the Rocky Mourtain states mum j
s headquarters for legal Dianss oi an
lnds. The company makes a specialty
in handling land office blanks, neces
sary In homestead entries and in mineral applications.. Prices low, especi-illin 'quantities. Circulars giving
full information furnish"" n applicay

-

ble.

Tetter heads, bill heads, note beads,
envelopes, ot all sizes printed and solo
bv th New Mexican ranting com
pany at low rates and in quantities to
suit purchaser.
When in need of anything on earth,
try a New Mexican want ad" It will
positively bring results.
If you want anything on

New Metier

"ad"- -

--

try

FEBRUARY

FRIDAY,

SANTA FE SJ2W MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.3L

1907.

15,

PAGE THREE.

ANSWER IT HONESTLY.

SOME NEW MEXICO SONG BIRDS

ABOUT

PTIOPL

TflE FIRST

OF SANTA

BAJJI

Ft

Breath of Spring Brings the Feath
ered Singers to the Forests and Orchards of This Land of Sunshine.

-- I

Th oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. . Eetablleheil In 117a
JOHN H. VAUQHN, Caehler.
RUFU8 J. PALEN, Proeldont.
A.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
LEVI
HUGHES, Vies President.
Aulitim Caehler.

Loant

In all its branches.

banklni buslnsss

a general

Transacts

The following article from the pen swinging on the branches

on all kinds of parsonal and col-atonsy on the moat favorabla tarma
aacurlty. Buys and tells bonda and stocks In all markets for

ltral

Ita customer

makas telesjrsshlo transfers
world

and foreign

Buys and sslls domestlo

to all tarts

of monoy

on as liberal terme aa are ylven by

snc, public or 'private.

any

and

exchange
of

doposlta at

the

rate of three per cent per annum, on a elx month' or year'e term.
I Iberal advancee made on consignments of live stock and products.
Ths bank executes all orders of Ita patrons

the

In

line, and

banking

trees

In all respects, ae Is
alms to sxtend to them ae liberal trtatmeni
of
sound
banking, Safety
with safety and the prlnclplee
boxes for rei.L The patronage of the public le rsepeotfully

I

of Santa Fe Citi

zens Not More Reliable Than
Those of Utter Strangers?
This Is a vital question.
It Is fraught with Interest to Santa
Fe people.
It permits of ouly one answer
It cannot be evaded or ignortl.
A Santa Fe citizen ieaks here,
Speaks for tne welfare of Santa Fe
A citizens statement Is reliable.
An utter Granger's doubtful.
Home proof is the best proof.
Ruperto Martinez, of Griffin Street,
says: "I knew that a pretty sure indication of kidney complaint Is an
aching back, but In my case there was
added to that annoyance trouble with
the kidney secretions. At flist the
pain across the loins was the only evidence, but latterly the condition and
action of the kidney secretions plainly told me that I must do something
for my kidneys or aggravated trouble
would follow. I went to Ireland's drug
store for Doan's Kidney Pills, took a
course of the treatment ind the complication stopped. To show my faith
in Doan's Kidney Pills, let me tell you
that while working at Watrous getting out stone for the railroad an acquaintance of mine was compelled to
stop and go home on account of his
back. I advised him to use Doan's
kidney PUla. He acted on my advice
and in a couple of days after commencing their use he returned to
work."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
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Foster-Milbur-

Cut-of-

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
ROSWBLL,

NUW MKllCO.

Cut-of-

froBt-lade-

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NJJW MEXICO
tSatablighed and 8npported by the Territory.

SIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS,
Ooliejres.

plete;

New buildings, all

baths,

electric-lighte-

steam-heate-

nil graduates of Standard Eastern

lurnlshln! and equipments modern and comall conveniences.

water-work-

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, lasu per session.
hree terras of thirteen weeks each.
health resort, 3,700 feet above
Sunshine jvery day- from September to June.

ROSWELL

la a noted

Session Is

REGENTS

Nathan Jaffa,
Flnlay and E. A. Cahoon
For particulars address

W. X

Beed,

W.

COL. J,

M.

4

;

Atkinson,

A.

W.

-

ff. WILLSCN, Supt.

0J0 CALIEJttTE I0T SPRINGS.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivmiles west
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
a
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver & Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 0,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids,
and tourists. People suffering with
consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted.
These waters contain 1,686 24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being
the richest alkallre Hot Springs' in
e

Bar-anc-

the world. The efficacy of these wat
ers has been thoroughly tested by
the miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria,, Bright'
Disease of the Kidneys, 'lyphllltlc and
Mercurial Affections, P: r ifula, Catarrh,
l.a Grippe, nil Femal l mplaints, etc.,
etc. Board, lodging f. .d bathing $2.50
per day; $15 per week; $50 per
month. Stage meets Denver trains
and waits for Santa Fe train upon request. This resort is attractive at all
seasons and Is open all winter. Passengers for 0,5 Callente can leave
Senta Fe at 9 a. m., and reach Oo
Callente at 4 p. m. the same day.
Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
Ojo Callente, $7.40. For further particulars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo

DEALER IN

trr.i.L.. rn.A. t

Proprietor.

Callente. Taos County,

H. C. Yontz

N

.M

MANUFACTURES OF

JEWELRY

and Hand Painted China.

Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Worij a Specialty. Navaho Rugs and
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Keta.lt.
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

In-

CHARLES W. DUDROW
i

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
AXt
CoreJ

and

aUPt Off BTJIXPIMO MATBaUAl
Suv WoJ Extra Dry, Cut to Fat Your Stow

ICERRILLOS

jfW

1

VUAL

DIiTri to Aay
Part f tk Gtrat

TEAITtriK sal 1TORAGE; We Haul EmrtMatg

r tke J5 Santa ffe.

tree-top-

Encar-nacio-

n

flve-ya-

d

silver-tongue-

4

"

....

Uf.t

H

five-yea-

Mexican Filigree

i

n

five-yea-

-

' Braaca Oftce

Mevafcae

aaYai4a at CerrlUoa,

M

2

II

-

very-music-

.

d

"THE CLUB"

:"

The old established line of goods formerly carried at "Our
Place" has been added to my stock- - I buy my goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute purity. Elegant club
rooms In connection. Side entrance to Coronado Hotel.

J. W. AKERS, Proprietor.

4

4

4

M.

""

Rent by a whirlwind from a blazing
ing literary success with contributions
to magazines and newspapers of na
spire."
tional circulation.
Oliver Wendell Holmes.
The Day of Saint Valentine.
Several
gold finches whlah
"Hast thou named all the birds with- visit this vicinity every summer may
f
out a gun?
be Identified from their resemblance
LoVed the wood-rosand left it on to the canary bird. They are yellow
"
i
Its stalk?
or yellowish with markings of black
At rich men's tables eaten bread and. and olive green and are very pretty,
The American gold finch or thistle
pulse?
I
Ca
Unarmed faced danger with a heart bird (Chrysomltrls tristls) has a beauep
jAlamogoiio
of trust?
tiful golden yellow coat with black
And loved so well a high behavior,
cap, wings, and tail, the wiugs having
In man or maid, that thou from bands of white on them. The Arizona
speech refrained,
gold finch (C. psaltrls arlzonne) is
Nobility more nobly to repay?
greenish above and beow. Others of
O, be my friend, and teach me to be this genus that visit our district are
Emerson
thine!"
the Mexican gold finch (C. psaltria
St. Valentine's day is upon us when. mexicanus) and the Arkansas gold
according to an ancient belief, the finch (C. psaltria).
They are seed
birds appear in their new spring eating birds and may be seen In
large
clothes and begin their
numbers late in the summer hovering
On fence and tree-tothey gather, about some weedy patch where ripe
billing and cooing, strutting about as seeds are beginning to fall.
TO SET YOU RIGHT.
proud of their finery as any spoiled
A good many people
Horned Lark.
STUDY THE MAP.
Imagine that
beauty of her Easter bonnet and new
The desert horned lark (Eremophila man is an intoxicant. To set you
spring gown. Chaucer in his Parlia- aipestrls
The natural point ou the new A., T. & S. F.
f
for the distribuarenicola) s abundant on the right on this point, we say, most emment of Fowles, says: "For this was
as high as 9,000 feet altituude, phatically, that Dr. l.auritzen's Health tion of freight, having the advantage o the easy grades and short route
on Seynt Valentine's Day, whan every plains
though it sometimes breeds still Table Malt and Malt Tonic are NOT to the East and West, and direct com nitmicatlou with all points in
brid cometh ther to chese his mate.
It builds its nest on the intoxicating at all. For sale by
higher.
The Coming of Feathered Songsters.
Wholesale houses are coming to W illard s soon as the
I saw one last summer in an
is open.
H. tf. RATJNB & CO.
The
winds of winter ground,
Surrounded by a fine farming coun try. The purest water in New .Mexi26
and raises two broods.
Phone
can,
empty
have receded to the north and, as the
The bird has dull brown plumage, be CITY BOTTLINQ WORK
Phon. M co. The geographical center of Tor ranee County ami of New Mexico.
breath of spring sweeps over the
The water point on the great A., T. & S. F. short Hue through New Mexi- ing darkest on the back of the head,
earth and the days grow longer and the shoulders
Willard is a growing town. Willi ard will make a City. Study the Map.
near
and
No.
the
tail.
(Homestead
9,712.)
Entry
warmer, the air begins to throb with There are
Your opportunity is there.
black lines under its eyes
Notice
for Publication.
twittered melodies and the trees
For information, call on or address
and yellow ones above. ,The throat is Department of the Interior,
flutter with tiny wings, for its is at
JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent,
W. M. TAYLOR,
with
Land
Office at Santa Fe., N. M.
a
black
crescent
yellow
on
it
and
this season that the great northward
ESTANCIA, N. M.
WILLARD, N. M.
on each side of its head there is an
1907.
12,
February
Thousands and
migration begins.
Notice is hereby given that Faustin
upright tuft of feathers that give the
thousands
of feathered
songsters oua its common
CONY I. SM.onn.
mnntana of Pecos, N. M has filed
name.
leave their winter homes in the South
PROFESSIONAL
of his intention to make final
CARDS
notice
Meadow
Lark.
Mining Engineer.
and travel to cooler climes where they
r
The western meadow lark (SturCaeretary and Treasurer Naw Msxieo
proof in support of his claim,
will nest aud rear their young. All
nella magna neglecta) is one of our viz.:
chMl ef Mires.
Homestead Entry No. 9,742,
ATTORN EYSATLAW.
day and night they pass over our finest
Soeerr.
New Mexico.
made August C, 1906, for the NE
birds.
of
No
one
song
who
has
countless
numbers of them
heads,
learned
10 N., range 13
section
note
31,
can
its
to
fall
be
township
moved
MAX. FROST.
obeying the call, "To the North, to the at
CORBET
. SMYTHE.
Its recurrence each spring. It is E., and that said proof will be made
North!" And we should be up arid
Attornsy at law.
a clear glad song that tells of Bum- before the register and receiver at
Civil, Mining and Hysraulle
Is
for
this
the
to
best
season
doing
dantt fe
New Mexico.
mres
Engineers.
and of the joys that Santa Fe, N. M., on March 28, 1907.
study the birds. It Is far easier to summercoming
Assaying and General Contractu
He names the following witnesses
The
Is
bird
brings.
about
the
distinguish and Identify them now
HANNA.
RICHARD
H.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
to prove his continuous residence
when their plumage Is at Its best than size of a robin, has brown, black, and
Kant side Plata
Attorney at Law.
Siutu Fe, N. U.
to wait till the mating season Is over white splotches on its back, wings, pon, and cultivation of, the land, Phone
.
Office, Grlfflu Blk
viz.: Fellz Blea, Bernabel Quintana,
when the bright Colors will be faded and short tail. Is lighter on the sides'
and has a yellow breast with a black Martin Barela and Candldo Quintana,
and gone. s
O. W. PRICHARO,
H. B. HOLT,
crescent below the throat. The bird all ot Pecos, N. M.
Birda Love the Land of Sunshine.
Attorney and Counaelor at Law.
is auundant on the plains and Its acMANUEL R. OTERO.
In
Practices
New Mexico is particularly blessed
all the District Courts
- .
New Mexico.
Cruces,
quaintance should be cultivated.
Register. and
in the matter of birds. It Is of such
gives special attention to cases
Practices In the district courts as
Bird.
Moeklng
before the Territorial Supreme Court well as before the
vast extent and Its climatic conditions
Is there anywhere a greater singer
Supreme Court of
Homestead Eutry No. 6,826.)
are so varied that It meets many avian
Office, Laugulin Bill., Santa Fe, N. M. the
Territory.
man tne southern mocking bird (MiNotice
for
Publication.
requirements, then too it Is on the line mus
polyglottus) ? Not the one eaired Department of the Interior,
of travel between the North and the
BENJAMIN M. READ,
HIRAM T. BROWN,
in the house no, no, birds were not
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
South. Many boreal species And suit meant
at law.
Attorney
CIVIL
ENGINEER
AND SURVEYOR.
for prisoners but the one that
1907.
February 12,
able homes in the alpine heights of Is in
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
U. S. Mineral SurveTer
s
the
Notice Is hereby given that
at
morn
when
early
our mountain ranges; many Mexican
Office, Sena Blk.
Palace Are.
t V
New Mexlee.
the sky grows
in the East and
Bonzales, of Pecos, N. M., has
songsters cross the border Into the all the world ispink
filed
notice
of
his
to
intention
to
make
aqutver
greet the
southern part of the Territory; and
CHAS. A. LAW,
ROMAN L. BACA,
r
laughing, golden-curleproof In support of his.
god of day. It final
Attorney-at-Lamany from the Southern and Middle is then that this
Real
Estate and Mines.
viz.:
Homestead Entry No. 6,- U.
song- claim,
Western States migrate to the plains ster
8. Land Office Practice, a Specialty.
Spanish Translator, Notary Public
makes the air throb and dance 826, made February 4, 1902, for the
in the eastern part of the Territory,
Office Griffin building, Washington
New Mexico.
with his music. He Is very satile as SW1-- of section 14, township 14 N., Clayton,
Thus we have birds that love low, an
Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
12
and
star
B.,
that
said
will
range
opera
and
his range of notes
proof
WILLIAM H. H LLEWELLYN,
medium, or high altitudes and those is
quite as remarkable. Listen to his be made before the register and re
that love warm, temperate or cold varied
Attorney at law.
song! Hear how he gurgles ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M., ou March
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
climates.
and whistles and purrs! Now he trills 27. 1907.
Uclted
Grosbeaks.
States
District
Attorney.
He names the following witnesses
a soft, sweet melody, now he gives us
Everyone In Santa Fe, whether a a stacatto
to prove his continuous residence
MASONIC.
now
and
movement,
his
A. W. POLLARD,
bird lover or not, ha8 surely noticed
song bursts Into a grand finale all upon, and cultivation of, the land,
the grosbeaks that, during the early
at
law.
Attorney
Gernandez Gonzales, Dolores
arpeggios and scales and harmonious viz.:
Montezuma Lodge No
District Attoraey, Luna CWnty.
days of spring, play about the Capitol cadences. Ah!
but he is a prince Gonzales, Donaclano Gonzales, Marcos
A. M. Reguelse
wherever
and
are
there
Deminf
Ntw Mexico.
grounds
among singers. And what an ugly Lucero, all of Pecos, N. M.
lar communication first
maple and box elder trees. Stop and name still he
R.
MANUEL
OTERO,
merits it for he Is one
Monday of each month
watch them for a moment. They flut- of
BONHAM A WADE,
the cleverest imitators of all the
RegUter.
at
Masonic Hall at 7: SI
ter to the ground, their olive green
at
Ln..
Attorneys
and yellow wings outspread, then leathered tribe.
in the Supreme and Dls
Practice
p: m.
(Homestead Entry No. 6480.)
Blackbirds.
triet Courts of the Territory, in the
crack, crack, a hundred pods are split
R. H. HANNA, W. M.
Notice for Publication, r
Other favorite songsters are the
Probata Courts and before the U. 8. ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.
by as many strong conical bills and a
of
the
Department
Interior,
red
winged blackbird (aselaius Dhoe- hundred greedy grosbeaks feed on the
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Offices.
seeds that have lain on the ground nicelus) and the y sllow headed black
Las Cruces, N. M.
Santa Fe Chapter, No.
1907.
January 31,
all winter and become sweet and mel bird (Xanthocephalus icterecep'oalus).
is
Notice
1, R. A. M.
that Ofella
given
hereby
Regular
The
former
is
clothed
all
exin
black
low for these happy, clumsy gour
C. ABIOTT,
t.
of Pecos, N.
filed
has
2nd Monconvocation
Rivera,
for
bar
cept
of
red and yellow on
mands.
at
law.
Attorney
day of each month s.t
tne upper part of Its wings. The lat- notice of his Intention to make final
House Finch.
Practices !n the District and Su
r
Masonic Hall at 7:11
proof in support of his
A little brown and gray house finch ter is all In black except its head and
viz.:
Homestead Entry No. preme Courts. Prompt and earefml at
claim,
breast
which
are
deep golden yellow
(Carpodacus Mexicanus frontalis) with
5480, made January 6, 1900, for the tentlon given to all business.
S. 8PITZ, H. P.
Its crimson head and breast, has been and its wings which are marked with S
New Mexico. ARTHUR
SW
NW
SW
and Santa 'e
SBLIGMAN, Secy.
white.
Both species prefer the lower
with us all winter for it is a native of
SW
NW
section 17, township
and are very common 16
New Mexico, Arizona, and California. altitudes
A. B. RENEHAN,
N, range 12 E, and that said proof
Santa Fe Commandery No.
Rio
the
throughout
Grande
Is
called "pep
Valley. will be made before the
In the latter place It
Practices In the Supreme and Dls
and
1, K. T. Regular conclave
register
move
flocks
in
They
now
great
resting
trict Court; Mining and Land Law
per bird" because it Inhabits the pep- on
fourth Monday In eacu
a tree too now in a field of grow- receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on March a
per trees. And have you recognized
Sena Bldf.,
Specialty. Rooms
14, 1907.
month at Masonic Hall at
the junco (Junco hyemalis conne- ing grain. Then the air begins to
He names the following witnesses palace Arc, Santa Fe, N. M.
: SO
W. B. GRIFFIN, B. C.
p. m.
sweet
with
notes
clear
tingle
his
cowl
black
and
cted) wtthjiis
to prove his continuous residence upW. H. KENNBDY, Recorder.
a
thousand
bells
though
were
crystal
white rimmed wings and tail? He too
on and cultivation of the land, viz:
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
has been here through the cold months set in motion. Oh, but it is good to
s
Sabino Varela, Pedro Rivera,
(Late Surveyor General)
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
hear
them.
for he loves the snow and later will
Varela, and Faustin Ortiz, all of
Attorney at law.
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Brewer's
blackbird
(Scolecophagus
to
and
northward
the
follow it
tops
New Mexico,
Santa Fe
Pecos, N. M.
Rite ot Scottish Free Masonry meets
of the mountains. For this reason he Cyanocephalus) is one of the crowleans' amc MlnJeuj Business a Specialty on the third
MANUEL .R. OTERO,
blackbirds
Saturday of each montU
and
is
sometimes
called
Is called "snow bird" and he certainly
at 7:88 o'clock la the evenlnc La
Register.
grackle or rusty grackle on account
merits the name.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Masonic Hall, eouta side ot Plaza.
of the. rusty plumage of the female.
Catbird.
Notice for Publication,
Attornsy at law.
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
The
male
bronzewith
black
a
is
pure
Is
a clump of Cot
Wherever there
Department of the Interior,
District Attorney for Second Judicial cordially invited to attend.
a
luster
bluish
head.
and
purple
removed
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
tonwood trees somewhat
District
CHARLBS FRANKLIN BASLBY, SI.
Tanager.
from the broad highway, one may be
12, 1907.
Practices
U
the District Court am.
January
most
Venerable Master.
beautiful
of , Notice is
Undoubtedly the
sure to find the catbird in his quiet
hereby given that Tomas the Supreme Court of the Territory; PIRCT FRANCIS
the small birds that visit New Mexi-- '
14, Sec
KNlGHT,
Vlanueva
name
of Galiteo, New Mexico, also before the United States Supreme
is
gray clothes. His scientific
co are the Louisiana tanager (Flranga
has filed notice of his Intention to Ceurt In
Mimus carollnensls and he Is related
Washington.
i. o. o. r.
to the Southern mocking bird and to Ludovlciana and Copper's tanager make final five year proof In support
Albuquerque, New Mexl.
Rubra Cooperi). The former is of his
our mountain mocking bird. "Meow, (P.
claim, viz: Homestead Entry
canary yellow with green back, wings No. 6476 made
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
January 5, 1900, for
meow," he cries and one looks among and
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
and crimson cap and breast the SB
Section 10, Township 13
meeta every Thursday evening In Odd
the stones and shrubbery about him It tall,
Ndtary Public
in the mountains N.,
is
often
found
9
Range
E., and that said proof
to find a cat No, no, look up In the
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street
Office with the New Mexican
where It breeds at altitudes from will be made before the
Register and
tree, there he goes "meow, meow!"
Visiting- brothors welcome.
Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
6,000 to 10,000 feet The latter Is our Receiver, at Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
Not a
FRANK PLOMTEAUX, N. G.
cry Is It? But western
of
the scarlet on February 21, 1907.
representative
the catbird has very pretty songs In
DAVID L. MILLER, 8ecy.
OSTEOPATHY.
tanager, so well known In the East. It
He names the following witnesses
his repertoire and if you listen quietly Is
Dft CHARLTS A. WHEELON,
common in the southern part of the to prove his continuous
residence
he may sing for you. ' The mountain
B. P. O. E.
Osteopath.
identified1 by upon, and cultivation of, the
and
be
Territory
may
land, viz:
mocking bird that is so common In its
No.
Palace
10$
Are,
or
coat
scarlet
deep
Jose Allres. Marcos Anaya. Juan
the hills about Santa Fe is Oreoscop-te- s
3 access fully treats acute and chronlt
Santa Fe Lodte, No. 416, B. P. O. at,
and Its brownish back and wings.
Vlanueva, Juan Ortega, all of Galls-temontanus and Is a native of the
disease without drugs or medlclaea holds ita regular session on the secon
Pewee.
New
Mexico.
western States and Territories. He Is
No charge for Consultation.
and fourth Wednesdays of each mont.
Nothing could be sadder than the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
speckled below with brown and gray, note of the western wood pewee ,(Con- Hoars: HI m., 1 p. m.
Phone ill Visiting brothers are Invited and welRegister.
his wings and tall are marked with
come.
NORMAN L. KING, B. K.
topus Richardson!!) which Is found
white and he is often Been In the sage at altitudes
A. J. FISCHER, 8ecy.
from 7,000 to
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
RANCH FOR SALE.
FINE
FRUIT
varying
.
some-Is
reason
tor
which
he
brush
11,000 feet.
All day he slta on the
Connection made with Automobile
One ot the best fruit ranches In
Oriole.
'
dead branch of a tree where nothing Line at Torrance for Roswell dally. northern Santa Fe County, about twen
FRATERNAL UNION.
Bullock's oriole (Icterus bullockl) can obstruct
his view and cries, "pee-- Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- ty miles frem this city, is for sale,
Fe Lodgi, No. 261, Fraternal
in his sleek dress suit of black and
.
Suddenly he well at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at a bargain. For particulars apply to Union of America. Regular meetings
gold, is a frequenter of the plains and swoops down, circles
C.-Max.
at
Fe
Box
Santa
No.
II noon. Automobile leave Rosthrough the air,
Frost,
first and third Mondays in each month
of altitudes up to 10,000 feet. He Is catches ah Insect on the wing and well (or Torrance at 1 m. and
arrives New Mexico.
p.
at 8 o'clock p. m Odd Fellows' Hai;
one of the handsomest birds wo have. is back on his branch in the
twlngllng at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare beSan Francisco street Visiting Frat
His breast, collar and cheeks are deep of an eye
resuming his plaintive cry tween Santa Fe and Torrance la $8.66
8HORT ORDER MEALS.
ers welcome.
shoulders
his
and
cap,
golden yellow,
for food. Not far away hops the chic- and between Torrance and Roswell
The best short order meals are now IAGGD3 G. MONTOYA,
Fraternal
wings are black, the latter being kadee, or
d
titmouse' (Pa-- $10. Reserve teat n automobile by being served at the Bon Ton Restau"
Master.
barred with white, and his tall le
wire.
J. W. 2TOCK1RD,
rant The best cooks, and waiters are 1BNITO A LA RID, Secy.
black and yellow. He Is often seen
(Continued on Page Six.)
Una employed at 'his place.
Manager AutotaoM!
3REGORIO RAEL, Trees. '
e

thi civilized

moi.ey transmlttln

Interest allowed on time

ot

Statements

,

of Mrs. W. H. Bartlett of Clayton, New near town and the banging nests, he
Mexico, formerly ot Santa Fe, lg not and his modestly gowned mate build,
only a literary masterpiece but must are a source of wonder to many small
prove delightful reading to the lover boys.
of nature. Mrs. Bartlett has made the
How appropriately is he described
study of New Mexico birds and flow- in the poem called "Spring";
ers a specialty and Is besides achiev- "The oriole drifting like a flake of fire

ana Uiil" 'ed ProSte JM SW,

erelH

Capita! (IM.Mk

Are the

black-cappe-
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(personal mention)

Announcement

A. Monnet, well known commercial
traveler with headquarters in East
Las Vegas, spent today in town interviewing local merchants.
William F. Biogan. news editor of
the New Mexican was among the excursionists through Torrance County
on today's special. He went to rep
resent the New Mexican on the

OUR
AND TRY
WE WANT YOU TO COME
GOODS THIS SEASON, AND WE KNOW THAT
WE CAN PLEASE YOU AND SAVE YOU MONEY.
OUR DEVELOPMENT.
FROM A SMALL LOCAL NURSERY TO ONE OF
THE LARGEST MAIL ORDER HOUSES IN THE
CITY, PROVES THAT OUR GOODS AND PRICES
ARE RIGHT.

SPECIAL ATTENTION
ANNOUNCEMENT POSSESSES CONTODAY'S
SIDERABLE INTEREST TO THE SHOPPERS. THE
PAST SEASON HAS LEFT US WITH A NUMBER
OF BROKEN LINES IN EVERY DEPARTMENT,
WHICH IT IS TO OUR INTEREST TO CLEAR
OUT, AND YOU TO PURCHASE.
YOU ARE ALL INVITED TO COME AND INSPECT
THESE GOODS AT AS EARLY AN HOUR AS
YOU CONVENIENTLY CAN, AND WE ASSURE
YOU THE FAIREST TREATMENT AND POPULAR PRICES.
WE WISH TO SAY THAT WE WILL HANDLE
THE FINEST GOODS IN THE CITY, AND PAY
STRICT ATTENTION TO EACH AND EVERY
ONE.
MAIL ORDERS
REGARDING
NO MATTER IF YOU DO LIVE OUT IN THE
YOU CAN HAVE ALL THE ADVANT
COUNTRY,
AGES OF CITY RESIDENCE AND CITY SHOP
WITH YOUR
US
PING IF YOU ENTRUST
ORDERS.

NATHAN SALMON

Charles Springer, large stock raiser
and rancher near Cimarron, Colfax
County, who has been here for sev
eral davs on Legislative affairs, has
returned to the northern part of the
Territory.
salesman
G, E. Vawter, traveling
company
representing a typewriter
with headquarters nt Denver, was
transacting business in Santa Fe today in the interests of the firm which
he represents.
Numa Raymond of late a resident of
Geneva, Switzerland, and for many
years a leading citizen and merchant
of Las Cruces, reached the city last
evening from th South, lie came on
personal business.
Charles H. Ingraham, cashier of the
IT. S. Bank and Trust Company and
Thomas P. Gable, manager of the
Claire Motel, were among the Santa
Keans who accompanied the Legislative excursion today to Torrance.
Councilman Harvey B. Richards
loft last evening to spend until Sunday night at his homo with his family
Business engagein San Marcial.
ments prevuted him from accompanying the Legislative excursion to Torrance County today.
Vice President W. S. Hopewell, of
the Santa Fe Central Railway, was
unably to accompany today's excursion of the members of the Assembly
and invited guests to Torrance t.nd
Wlllard. He is confined to his Albuquerque home with an attack of sciatica.
W. M. Taylor, of. Wlllard, arrived in
town last evening from the South. He
left this morning on the excursion
train on the Santa Fe Central to pilot
the members of the Legislature on
their trip over Torrance County. He
was accompanied by T, L. Walralh,
also of Wlllard.
K. K. Scott, city attorney of
who has been in the city for several days onn legal business, returned
home today via the Santa Fe Central
Railway and Alamogordo. He ap
peared In a case in which the city of
Roswell was interested before Judge
William II. Pope yesterday.
John F. Kelley, a well known business man of Wlllard, arrived in the
Capital last night and left on the special train via the Santa Fe Central
Railway this morning with the members of the Legislature for a trip
through Torrance County. Mr. Kelley
Is one of the boosters Interested In
locating the county seat of Torrance
at Wlllard.
J. Smith Lea, treasurer and
collector of Chaves County who
has been here for the past two days
on legal and official business, returned
south today via the Santa Fe Central
Railway and the Automobile line.
Ros-wel-

WINTER GROCERY CO.
For

Fruits and Vegetables
of All Kinds in

Season.

"M. V." BUTTER

W

S A La IE
OUR GREAT MIDWINTER SALE OF
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

D

Commencing Monday, Jan. 21st.

....

CORSET COVERS

MYRTLE

Leading Ladies of the

DRAMATIC

.DRAWERS

NIGHT GOWNS

AND MAUDE,

HOUSTON-FRANKLI-

CHEMISE

'

PETTICOATS

The Hollingsworth Twins

WAISTS

COMPANY.

Opera House Week of February 18.

For Half

sheet.
Lease,
Warrant to Apprlasers, full sheet.
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
Certificate of Marrage, 75c per Do-

a Century

the

Goods

Leading Cry

P. O. Box 219.

-- o

House

toe City.

in

Phone No. 86.

zen.
Official

Bond,
sheet,
or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full Leather, $3.50. Postage, Leather, 10c, paper, 14c.
Compiled Laws of New Mexico,
$9.50, postage, 45c.
Code of Civil Procedure, full Leather, $1.00, paper bound, 75c, postage

CHARLES WACNERl

furniture

7c.

Baby

wont cry if
you sgive, Him
BALLARDS

HOREIiOUNO

Pleasant t o take, rapid reunite.
Contains nothir.g iujurioiu.

v

WHOOPING

COLDS,

THROAT,

COUGH AND

Company.

Entire New Lot of Iron and Brass
Beds,
Upholstered
Furniture,
Dressing Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Etc-- , Just Received.

EMBALMING

AND

UNDERTAKING

e

A SPECIALTY.

e

SYRUP.

rURES COUGHS,
I , CHOW. SORB

Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Notary Seals Aluminum Pocket,
$2.75 delivered. Desks, $3.25 delivered
nearest express office.
.New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Nos. 1 and 2, full Leather $6.50 a volume; 3 to 11, inclusive, price, $3.30
each. Postage 2Sc.
J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
Postage, 45c.
J. P. Criminal Docket,
$2.75. Postage, 45c.
Civil,
32(Vage J. P. Docket,
Criminal,' $4.00. Postage 55c.
Hand Made Journal, $5.75.
Hand Made Ledger, $G.50.
Moray's Digest of New Mexico Reports, Full Sheep, $0.50. Postage 25c,
Retail Liquor License, 50 In Book,

306-- 8

San Francisco St.

'Phone

Night Call 'Phone No.

10.

-

e

U.S. PUNE

Ifore-houn-

ia

Phone 26.

& COMPANY

GOOD THINGS TO EAT.

WE NOW HAVE

Phone 26

A FULL LINE OF

EASTERN CANNED GOODS

2

;

2

ALSO
NEW PANCAKE rLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SUGAR,
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SYRUP,
NEW ALMONDS, ETC.

Dressed Poultry Wednesday and Friday.
FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS

2

4

Miss A. Mugler.

S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

PUR-CHASE-

NOW.

HUMOR

Specialty.

IS A BIG

SAVING TO YOU ON GOODS

Winter Millinery

II

INCORPORATED 1903.

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
ANNUAL

'V- -

ALL PULMONARY D1SEASGS.
Mrs. J. 0. Jcnkhw, D.mvnr,
I can't Bay
$3.00.
Colo., writos:
d
enouph for Ballard'o
Gaming License, 60 In Book, $3.00.
Bvrun.
It bra cured
Notification of Change In Assessmy baby" of the croup and try p!
children of sovoro Coughs. CJ ment by Assessor, 100 in Book, $3.75.
sheet.
Agreement,
I know no bettor intUioi.no,"
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
25c, COc and $1.00
sheet.
Gaming Tables,
sheet.
Application for License,
Ballard Snow Linimeut Co.
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
sheet.
fcjT. IiOCTIS,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
sheet.
(J. P.),
Cold and f?eco rumen Jed by
Bond
of
Appearance, (District
sheet.
Court).
FISCHER DRUG CO.
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
sheet.
plaint,
Now selling at and below cost osForcible Entry and Detainer, Sumsheet.
trich plumes, fancy wings and feath- mons,
ers all at a bargain.
sheet.
Felt hats at
Replevin Bond,
Execution Forcible Entry and De- j'our own price. Call early and select
the cream of the lot.
Promissory Notes, 25c per pad.
Bill of Sale Animals Not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
sheet.
Ears Looked as if They Would Drop
Authority to Gather, Drive and HanCovered
Off
Body Entirely
dle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Three
Face' Mass of Sores
to Gather, Drive and HanAuthority
Child CONFORMING TO THE LAWS OF dle animals Not
Doctors Could Not Cure
Bearing Owner's ReNEW MEXICO.
corded Brand,
sheet.
Face
and
Worse
Grew
Body
Com
The Now .Mexican Printing
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
lias
facilities
and
the
pany
largest
Now Clear
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
most modern machinery for doing all
sheet.
Appeal Bonds,
kinds of Printing and Binding In first- sheet,
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
of Loose- class
Manufacturers
style.
sheet.
CURED BY CUTICURA
lalner,
leaf Ledgers.
Pamphlets and Book
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
IN TWO WEEKS FOR 75c. work a specialty Best Book Bindery
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
in the Southwest.
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
Mining Blanks.
sheet.
Amended Location Notice,
sheet.
Mrs. George J. Steese, of 701 Coburn
sheet.
Warrant,
of
sheet.
the
tells
Publisher,
in
Agreement
following
St., Akron, Ohio,
Commitment,
sheet,
of
remarkable
those
of
sheet.
Proof
of
another
letter
Labor,
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
cures of torturing,
sheet.
Notice Mining Location,
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
disfiguring skin husheet.
Placer Mining Location,
Attachment Writ,
mors daily made
sheet.
Title Bond of Mining Property,
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
by Cuticura Soap, sheet.
assisted by Cuticura
sheet.
I
sheet.
Mining Deed,
Ointment, after
sheet.
Execution,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
physicians, and all
sheet.
Summons,
else had failed: "I
Coal Declaratory
Statement,
sheet.
Subpoena,
t
feel it my duty to pasheet.
J. P. Complaint,
sheet.
rents of other poor
with
Coal Declaratory
Statement
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
suffering babies to
Power of an Attorney,
tell you what CutiSearch Warrant,
sheet.
cura has done for Affidavit and Corroborating
Spanish Blanks.
sheet.
my little daughter.
Affidavit,
Auto de Arresto,
pliego.
She broke out all over her body with a
sheet.
Notice of Right to Water,
Auto de Prislon,
pliego.
humor, and we used everything recomof
Title Bond and Lease
Mining
Declaracion Jurada,
pliego.
mended, but without results. I called
sheet.
Certificado de Nombramiento,
in Jhree doctors, they all claimed they Property,
Noof
Out
Forfeiture
of
Publishing
to
could help her, but she continued
pliego.
sheet.
Flenza Oflclal,
grow worse. Her body was a mass of tice,
pliego.
was
her
Affidavit
little
face
and
sheet.
of
sores,
being
Assessment,
Fianza Oflclal y Juramento,
eaten away; her ears looked as if Wey Stock Blanks.
pliego.
would drop off. Neighbors advised me
BUI of Sale Animals Bearing VenContrato de Partldo,
pliego.
to get Cuticura Soap and Ointment, and dor's Recorded
sheet.
BranJ,
Fianza para Ouardar la Paz,
before I had used half of the? cake of
2." Blanks,
Bill
In
of
of
Books
Sale
pliego.
Soap and box of Ointment the sores had
all healed, and my little one's face and 40c per Book.
Escritura de Renuncla,
pliego.
n
Bill
of Sale,
sheet.
babe's.
Documento Garantlzado,
body were as clear as a
plego.l
I would not be without it again if it
Guardian's Bond and Oath, .
Hlpoteca tie Bieues Muebles,
cost five dollars, instead of seventy-fiv- e
sheet.
pliego.
cents, which is all it cost us to cure
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
Documento Garantlzado,
extensa
our baby, after spending many dollars
Bond and Oath,
Administrator's
forma entera, pliego heno.
on doctors and medicines without any
.
sheet.
Certificado de Matrlmonfo, lOccada
benefit whatever."
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
Complete External and Internal Treatment for every
uno. ..
Humor, from Pimples to Scrofula, from infancy to Age,
sheet.
Declaration In Assumpsit,
conatstinR of Cuticura Soap, 2Ac, Ointment, fiflc., ItesolvFormula de Enumeraclon,
pliego.
ent, fttlc. (in form of Chocolate Coated FilU, Wc. per vial
Declaration In Assumpsit, on Note,
of W), may be had of alldrugiflata. Aflingleartoftcncurea
Contrato Entre los Dtrectores
y
'
the moat diatreaahi caara, when all other rcinediea, and
sheet.
even the beat phyalciana tall. Potter DrugAt Cheln, Corp.,
Preceptores,
pliego.
Sole Propa., Boaton, Muaa.
sheet.
Satlsfacton of Mortgage,
Contrato de Combustible,
oar Mailed Free, All AbouttlieSkto,Scalp,JidUatr."
pliego.
sheet
Assignment of Mortgage,
Notas Obligaciones, 25o por 60.
Llbros Certiflcados de Bonos, $1.
Llbros de Recibos Supervlsoreg de
Camlnos, 25c.
General Blanks.
Bond fo' Deed,
sheet.
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
Just received a full line of White Plumes, Laces and Mollnes
Poll Books for Town Election, 8
for Reception and Evening Hate.
pages, 40c.
220 San Franelaeo 8t
MRS. LYNG.
(Continued on Page S.)
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County Clork George W. Arniljo, accompanied the Legislative excursion
to Torrance today.
Sheriff Manuel S. Sanchez, of Torrance County, arrived in the city last
evening from Rstancia and placed several convicts In the Territorial

Our

A

ESTABLISHED

Primrose Butter Best to be Had

LEGAL BLANKS.

Sale!

Closing Out
CUT PRICES IN

2

FURNITURE

'

Ruga, Queensware,

Hardware, Stoves,
Ranges and Picture Frames,
AND

CALL

GET PRICES.

4

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Fittings, Steam and

Water Supplies

4

4

D. S. LOWITZKI.

4

4

-

2

y

Stoves, Ranges, Graniteware

4

2

"

Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stcck, Blacksmith
Supplies, Plumbing and Steam Heating.

XVCOBMBATSD

H. B. Cajrtwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE 6R0CERS

4

4

6 rain. Flow

4

THE

WOOD-DAV-

IS

HARDWARE CO.
i

lift Cn

PrJinricrA

.

C

TAlAMltn.

A

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make

specialty of PBVSIrOPINQ, PRINT
INO and ENLARGING. Hall Orders Given Promp
Attention. Bend for Catalogue.
,
310 8oatt Broadway:

nUtlLANU
The Price of Peace.
The terrible itching and smarting,
Incident to certain skin diseases. Is
almost Instantly allayed by applying
Cramberlaln's Salve. Price 25 cents.
r sale by all druggists.

I

llU.

I,08ANG1$I,U8.CAIIF.
"GOOD

ROOMS."

You can get

a good room at the
Hotel Normandle at a very moderate
price, either by the week or month.
You will be gainer by calling there,
before engaging rooms elsewhere.

a4

Potatett, Stationery,.

Patent Modib and Orecera' Snndriea.

4

t

I

ATTSMTMM

IVM

MAJL

.

2

new-bor-

v

-.

2

V-

2

4

2

LADIES

.

ComNewr- Meslcau Printing
bus on haLd a large supply ol
writing .tablets and scratch pads suit
able for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use,vwhlch
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
a.d cheaper If ordered in larger quan
titles." These tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
buying.
your money'f" worth when

have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work. Including one of
the best binderies in the west
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New, Mexican
Printing Company
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.

2

2

.

Tne

pany

The New Mexican can do printing
Don't forget our large and complete
All
equal to that done In any of the large bindery and Job department
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of work htndled in the most
work we turn out. Try our work once manner.. One trial makes you a per.
and you will certainly come again. We nuent customer.'
V

9AXTA FB

MEXICAN, HANTA FE,

STEW

M.

JT.

FIVE.

PAGE

TIMETABLE ALL LINES.

The Holllngsworth Twins and a big
dramatic company at the opera house
all next week. Popular prices, 25o,
Entering and Leaving Santa Fe
35c and 50c. Change of plays each
Compiled According to Schedules
of Trains Now In Effect.
night.
Word comes from Las Vegas that
Miss Adelaide Frantz, sister of Mrs.
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No 1. Southbound leaves Santa Fe E. A. Fiske, of this city, who has been
1:20 p, m.
quite Indisposed for several days, has
No. 2. Northbound arrives Santa recovered.
'
Fe 5:40 p. m.
Tomorrow night at the opera house
,
will be seen Willis Maxwell Goodhue's
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
dramatization of Marie Correlll's faNo. 42C Eastbound leaves Santa mous novel, "Thelma," with Miss
Fe 11 a. m.
Carolyne McLean playing the leading
No. 425. Westbound arrives Santa roll.
Fe 3:30 p. m.
The Holllngsworth Twins, supported
by a good stock company under the
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA
management of Huston and Franklin
Branch-Arrivwill open a week's engagement at the
opera house, commencing Monday
at Santa Fe Station.
night next.
No. 721
10:40 a. m.
The Postoffice
Department has
No. 723
6:50 p. m. found the
Issuing of 25 cent, 49 cent
No. 725.. .
11:15 p. m.
and 97 cent booklets of two cent
Depart from Santa Fe Station.
so
that It will from
No. 720
8:15 a. m. stamps 1 profitable
March on, issue 25 cent booklets of
No. 722
4:20 p. m.
one cent stamps!
7:40 p. m.
No. 724
Manager J. W. Mayes of the Postal
No. 720 connects with Numbers 10
and 2 east and No. 3 limited' west at Telegraph office has been confined to
his residence for the past few days
J.amy.
No. 724 conects with No. 1 west at with illness. During this time W. N.
Townsend, an expert telegrapher, has
I. amy.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 8 had charge of the office.
southbound and 9 west at Lamy.
Mayor I. Sparks, Attorney Charles F.
Main Line Via Lamy- Easily and District Court Clerk A. M.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
Bergere were among those Invited to
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy take part In today's legislative excurto Albuquerque to discharge passen- sion into Torrance County.
They
were among the number on a special
gers from Santa Fe.
No 721 leaves Lamy at 9:40 a. m. tran of the Santa Fe Central for Torand will not wait for No. 2 from the rance this morning.
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
It is said that in addition to the
10 from the south and No. 3 from the human
portions of today's excursion
east.
several barrels of beer were taken
A great quantity of ice also
along.
so dame rumor has it with the beer.
This may be true and may not be true.
The New Mexican does not vouch for
I
i
i
milium ui
it, but the chances are that it Is.
The
Dramatic Com
Mrs. D. W. Lusk, who has been seripany of eighteen people, at the opera
ously ill at her home In Cathedral house all next week. Change of bill
Place the past week is slowly improv- each night.- - Specialties by the Holing.
llngsworth
Twins, Baby
Lillian,
A big specialty
number between George Seymour, Mr. and Mrs. Rogers,
each act at the opera house next week. Illustrated songB and animated pic
The specialties alone are worth the tures. The biggest and best for the
admission price.
money. 25c, 30c and 50c.
A regular meeting of the Santa Fe
Public meetings of the Historical
Board of Trade will be held at their Society of New Mexico will be'held In
rooms at 8 o'clock this evening. A the hall of the House of Representa
full attendance is desired.
tives on Tuesday evening the 19th InHon. W. D. Murray, member of the stant and the 2Gth instant. Historical
Legislative Council from Grant and addresses will be made by competent
Luna Counties, is confined to his room speakers and reports of the doings ot
at the Claire Hotel by illness.
the society during tne past two years
For Rent or for Sale The Lucken-bac- will be furnished. Every citizen In
house, 121 Grant avenue. All terested in the history of New Mexico
modern improvements. Apply to C. O. is cordially Invited to attend.
Luckenbach, 397 Palace avenue.
FOR SALE Two book cases, four
The New Mexican can do printing
rockers, couch, dining-roojqual to that done In any of the large
table,
-room
chairs. Almost new. Mrs, cities. Our solicitor: Every piece ol
Antonio Valdes, 114 College Street.
ork we turn out. Try our work once
The condition of Mrs. Edwin F. and you will certainly come again. We
Coard,- - who has been very sick the have all the facilities for turning out
past week at her home on Cerrillos every class of work, Including one of
Road, remained about the same today. he best blnderle In the west.

as

Come In and See Them

Huston-Frankli-

dining-

I

SANTA
LEGAL

You know It Is safer;
You are not to liable to ipend

It

needlessly;

wotws

tv

xve

Contract
Teachers,
Teachers'
Contract
Teachers'

Between Bl rectors and
sheet.
Term Register, full sheet
for Fuel,
sheet
sheet.
Monthly Report,
4

4

1

.

.05
sheet each
or
.10
Full Sheet, each
25
Sheets, per dozen
35
Sheets, per dozen.
65
Full Sheets, per dozen
1.75
Sheets, per hundred
Sheets, per hundred...... 2.50
4.00
Full Sheets, per hundred
100 Assorted Blanks take the 100
price. On an order of 500 hundred
blanks, customers' business card will
be printed under filing without extra
cost.
2

2

Blank.

LIVERY STABLE

A fine and extensive assortment of
the latest styles of jewelry has Ju3t
been purchased and will ba sold at
To M. GOODHUES
the lowest possible rate tor first class
Supetb Dramatization c f
goods. Every article guaranteed as
and as represented.
The
MARIE CORRELLI'S genuine
manufacture of Mexican filigree JewMarvelous Romam e.
elry Is a specialty the finest and
best work ir. that line is turned out
by this company at very reasonable
rates.
Brooches, bracelets, rlnes.
lockets, hairpins, scarf pins, ladies
WITH
breast pins, In gold or silver, filigree
CAROLYNE M'LEAN.
work manufactured at home and In
the shops of the company by special
The Most Powerftl Play of the design and to suit customers In short
order und from the finest gold.
Year.
Souvenir spoons, lnclud'ac
Regular Pito s. Seats at
IBELANDS' Pharmacy. uel Church stamps, In great numbers
and at a low price. Store and factory
208 Don Ga3par
Ajenue, Laughlln
It you cannot afford to pay for a
building.
daily paper, subscribe for the Weekly
N. MONDRAGON, Mgr.
New Mexican Review and get the
cream ot the week's doings. It Is
good paper to send to your friends.
The New Mexican Printing Company
16
prepared to do the best of brief
The Legislative Manual for 1905 01 onable
rates. Lawyers whodesire to
historical
New
for
Mexico,
Book
Blue
have their brief3 printed rapidly and
to
value
of
and official compendium
correctly amd to present them to the
eve.y business man and officer and o Supreme Court now in session here
Interest to every citizen, 304 pages. on time, should call on the New Mex
Price $1.60. Address .he New Mex ican
Printing Company and leave their
lean Printing Gompany, Santa Fe.
orders.

THBL'MA

"

New Mexican advertisers get trade.

The New Mexican Printing
Com
pany is prepared to fill promptly and
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cards, marriage announce
ments, invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low as compatible
(with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and examine samples
hand prices.

An Institution giving an Intensely practical education.
Supportedby Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasant(rounds of 400 acres in the beautiful
ly situated in its

FINE RIGS RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

MrsiUa Valley.

NO. 9

wi

Four full
college courses In agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses in agriculture,
stenography, and, assaying. JaO.000 worth of equipment A faculty
of 30 Instructors; 230 students now In attendanoe.
Military Instruction by en officer ot the U. S.Army.
Large parade an. athletic
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management.
An Ideal winter climate at an altitude ot 3,800 teet.

the Livery

Rates Right.

CHAS. CLOSSON.

LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. O.) Agricultural College,

N. M.

V

desire to announce the arrival of new importations of Fancy Shirtings and cordially invite you to
inspect them at 'your convenience.
I

4

MEAS-

"GEM" PLATE SCRAPERS.

"DAISY"

"AETNA" RICE BOILERS.

POUNDERS.

STEAK

"GILMORE'S" IMPROVED GRATERS

'BLUE DIAMOND" TEA STEEPERS.

"UNIVERSAL" BREAD

"LISK'S"

AND CAKE

IMPERIAL

ENAMELED

ROASTERS.
BEAN

POTS.

'PENINSULAR"

RANGES.

Some Exceptional Values in
the Following Items:

MISSION

LIBRARY

MAHOGANY
BIRDS

MUSIC

EYE

OAK BUFFETS.

FURNITURE,
CABINETS.

MAPLE

BED

ARTISTIC HALL TREES.

ROOM

SETS.

OAK CHINA

CABINETS.

Plumbing Deparment
We take pleasure in placing at the disposal of our patrons, the services
of our Plumbing Department, under the management of Mr. J. Crowley,
who has had wide experience In this sphere of activity, in New York City
and Denver, and whose work we fully guarantee.
We Will he pleased to submit estimates on proposed work,

'PIiooc 83.

It Is Much Cheaper
A

good deal quicker and much more sat

isfactory to use the telephone instead
Use the long distance
when
you have business with
telephone
of the telegraph.

in Denver, Colorado Springs,
Keople
Raton. Las Vegas, Thornton
Bernalillo. Albuquerque, Los Lunas. Be-Ie- n

and Socorro. The Santa Fe Telephone Company's instruments connect
with these places. Terms more reason
able than the telegraph.

I.

SPARKS fflamger.

LED
WHOLESALE

ind

0

4

FLOUR, HAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES,

'RETAIL'

'f

BALERS

IP

SCH.

SALT and sEEDs.

THE ONLY EXCLUklV

-

CHAIN

HOUtI

IN SANTA FS, NEW

MEXICO.

!WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

much the largest asset we have
customer! lay to their fritsoU,
can be relied npon"

ii

a

our taiixeu.

To hare our

"Etery statemeat male

ky 8. Byiti

the Terr kest reeommsaaatioi we eaa strive

for

fc

SHIRTS MADE TO ORDER

v

Saturday Febraary 16, '07.

AND MECHANIC ARTS.

"WWj

Line. Drivers Furnished.

"SHAKER" FLOUR SIFTERS.

Jewelry Manufacturing Company.

OPERA HOUSE

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

;

AND

URING GCUPS.

2

Bheet. ,

THE NEW MEXICO

When in Need of Anything in

COOK'9

2

When in ned
anything in the
printing line, such aa wedling cards,
Invitations, briefs, call on the New
Mexican Printing
Company, where
all work is guaranteed.

CALL UP 'PHONE

"ELLIOTT" DIPPERS

IMPORTED

4

The New Mexican Printing Company
a large supply ot pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
(.he desk, and also for lawyers and
We will
merchants; good anywhere
sell them at five cents In book form,

Let us assist you with the many
conveniences this bank afford. .

"LA CROIX"

i

hag on hand

118?

"TURQUOISE" ENAMELED WARE.

STOCK-BOILER-

Out Furniture Department Offers

8

2

with

"UNIVERSAL" FOOD CHOPPERS.

REAL BOSTON

Poll Books, Election of School Directors, 4, 6, and 8 pages, English and
THEODOSE CORRICK Proprietor.
Spanish, 20c, 30c, and 40c.
Poll Tax List, 4, 6, and 8 pages.
Uoad Supervisor's Receipt Book, 50
n Book, Spanish, 25c each.
Signs, Card Board.
15c each
"For Rent"
LIVERY, BOARDING AND FEED STABLE
10c each
"Board"
10c each
"For Sale"
10c each
"Lodging"
FIRST-CLASCARRIAGE SERVICE
25c each
"For Rent or Sale"
25c each
"Board and Lodging"
GOOD SADDLE HORSES
50c each
"Minor's Law"
FINE HIGS
50c each
jt
j
"Livery Law"
"English Marriage Laws" 50c each
"Spanish Marriage Laws".. 50c each
School Blanks.
120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
PHONE 132.
sheet.
Oath of School Director,
Certificate of Apportionment of
School Funds,
sheet.
District Clerk's Annual Report,
Blank Butchers' Shipping CertifiFOR THE HOLIDAYS.
sheet.
cates for sale by the New Mexican
Teacher's Certificate,
sljeet.
sheet. Printing Company.
Certificate of Apportion,
The Santa Fe Filigree and
Contract for School Teacher,

2

Are these not excellent reason why
you should begin a deposit account

mm f

vs vs v
Santa Fe Livery Stable

BLANKS.

inches.
Sheet, 7x8
x 14 Inches.
Sheet, 8
Full Sheet, 14x17 jhiches.
Cash Must Accompany All Order.

given time.

"ANTI RUST,"

HABERDASHERY

FE

(Continued from Page 4.)

Size of

You can make It earn for you 4
Interest if you deposit It here for a

"PERFECTION" CAKE PANS.

MAKERS.

1

2

your pocket, because

mm
mm.

Your Measure With Us

'BUFFALO" STEAM EGG

KNIVES.

i

On

Is worth more to you than a dollar In

METAL WARE," TEA AND
COFFEE POTS.

'ROME

Sfsiif
wmmr

Leave

There is no part of the home, that should receive more attention, In
equipping the same, than the kitch en.
This is true, whether we employ a chef or attend to the culinary duties
personally, and much of the happine as of the home depends on the ability
of the cook, for whether we are epicures or not, good cooking is Indispensable.
An
household, uses
appliances, for, "That which today is a luxury, tomorrow becomes a necessity," in this progressive world,
and this applies to. the kitchen.
if you will allow us to show you some of these articles, we feel sure
their utility and merits will he ob vious.

Here ate a Few Suggestions

w

Price.

A DOLLAR IN BANK

I

EHLE'S

e

ur iuu

Timely Suggestions.

New Spring Samples Are In

j

The New Mexican Printing Company Is prepared to do the best of
brief work In short order and at very
reasonable rates. Lawyers who de- sire to have their briefs printed rap-- J
Idly and correctly and to present
them to the Supreme Court now In
session here on time, should call on
the New Mexican Printing Company
and leave their orders.

Reliability ia our watchword ana erery ule we make ii eloted
only after the purchaae prorei entirely latufaetorj. It ii a great

stiif actio to bay
it ou fmaraBMW,

C

at

SPITZ

ttert

9

iik-- t

ikia.

Itng

urtlali taniw witk

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

When In need of anything on earth,
New Mexican want ad. It will
positively bring results.

try a

HENRY KRICK

A. W.

Agent For

Sol

Lemp's St. Louis Beer

Spiegelberg- -

257

San

Francisco

Street.

Malls orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, Santa Ft, N. M.
Telephone No. 18.

SODA WATER

!

Any Flavor You Desire.
We will deliver Soda Water In any
quantity to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS.
Telephone No. 38.

Mian anil OTera Wares am Curios
Baskets, Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
MOTTO: .To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.

Blankets,
OUR

TtjlS WEEH

KERR'S

Capital

Parlors

:

in city.
The only
Second to none in Territory.
artists : : :
Pour
$1.60
Electrical Baths
25
Other Baths
Parlors located West Side Plars
W. H. KERR, Proprietor
first-clas-

first-clas-

s

s

....

OUR SPECIAL

SALE OF.

Ladles Muslin Underwear.
Tne Largest and Handsomest Line Ever
Shown in This City.
MO

ALL NEW GOODS JUST RECEIVED.
IrBFTOVERS FROM LAST 8EASON.
Entire Line Sold at Eastern Retail Prlcee

ADOLPH SELIGMAN:

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N.M.

PAGE SIX- -

Santa Fe Central Railway Company S&a

NEW

MEXICO SONG

BIRDS

WANTS

15

1907.

Railway Company.

rus Atrleaplllus.) Try to Imitate his
FOR RENT
Eight room house
note and see how pert he is to anwith
bath, also stable and two buggy
sibilant notes
are
five
swer.
There
TXlwCE:
1.
r
time. For hours sheds. Possession given March
uttered in
of Wagner Furniture Co.
the saucy little fallow will talk back, Inquire
Effective Thursday Nov. 29, 190G.
determined to have the last word. The
Itmouse, or golden tit
North Boiiud
South Bound
the
from
Flavlceps)
(Aurlparus
Station..
Alt! No 2
No 1 Ml
southern part of tine Territory is
closely related 'to tho chickadee. It
.Santa Fe.. Arr 7,000 5 40 L
2P Lv.
"
a us D
is about four Inches long with gray
Keuuedy.... "" 6,060 4 SO p
3
"
:( 30 p
6,370
p
SUulev....
and brown body, yellow head and
" .... Jkloriartv ... "
2 55 p
i 00 p
'
4 25
Mciutoin... " 0.176 1 31 p
throat and chestnut color on the up"
5 55 p
Kitnuoia.... " 6,140 2 05 P
"
dO
12
"
a p
part of Its wings. The bird builds
per
6,125
Wlllard....
p
8 13
Arr . . . . Torrauoe Lve 6,475 11 00 a
an elaborate nest of twigs then lines
It with feathers so the blrdllngs will
hpve a warm soft home.
Freight, Passenger and Steamship
"When God made a host of them,
business),
To Sauta Fe soon, watch for
Pullman berth secured by wire.
One little flower lacked a stsm
date of arrival ani location.
To hold its blossom blue;
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
Complicated eases solicited. I
Denver & RIo Grande Railroad, and
So into It He breathed a song,
succeed where others fall. Eyes
And suddenly with petals strong
examined by my own patent, the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail'
As wings, away it flew.
way. At Kennedy, with Atchison, ToImproved Optlmeter. Brazilian
John B. Tabb.
No "hold up"
lenses used.
peka & Santa Fe Railway. At TorBluebird.
rance with El Paso, & Southwestern
prices. 50 per cent cheaper than
)
The mountain bluebird, (Sialla
all others.
System.
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
Is a beautiful fluttering creature
of the most Intense blue comparable
General Freight and Passenger Agenf.
EXAMINATION FREE
to nothing so well as a stemless flowDiplomas from New York Eye
er. It breeds from the plains to
Infirmary, National Optical Colwhere It is quite as well
bluechestnut-backelege, St. Louis, and Great NorthapoIlsITwilh a dry towel' as they are known as the
alAlso endorselower
Chicago.
of
ern,
the
cnn
wash
Mnxlcana)
One
birds
(S.
on
the
table.
all tarulHhff quTckly, while the dust placed
of citizens
scores
ments
from
retitudes.
and
work
other
about
from even the best kept house will the dishes, go
America.
Bullfinch.
throughout
to
turn to find them all ready
put
w
soon dim a polished surfnce.
The Texas cardinal or bullfinch
To keep sliver bright after use it away.
(Pyrrhuloxla Slnuata) comes into the
should be washed at once with a
Macaroni Rarebit.
Territory at the south. It resembles
chamois leather soaked lu warm, soapy
EYE SPECIALIST.
For macaroni rnreblt take half a the eastern cardinal In size and shape
water, rinsed thoroughly In boiling water and dried and polished quickly cupful of boiled macaroni that has but is more quietly dressed. Its upWatch for date of arrival and
MISS C. T. CROSBY.
with a soft cloth or a fresh chamois been cut into small pieces. Put half o per parts are gray and brown, its
location.
In breast and the lining of Its wings are
a
stir
Into
milk
of
skin.
saucepan,
cupful
r
a
Flrat Woman to Hunt and Flan la
has
It
a
showy
very
and
of
cupwell
three
to
trained
a
the
dishwasher,
eggs,
This,
yolks
quickly
the Lake Refflona of Maine.
crest. Its bill Is short,
should be as expeditious as the ordiful of American cheese either grated or
Miss Cornelia Tuurza Crosby, known
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy a Favnary slipshod methods of drying the broken luto small pieces, a generous stout and somewhat parrot like.
to thousands as "Fly Rod," the first table silver in constant use.
Bunting.
orite.
tablespoonful of butter, Halt, pepper
woman to hunt, fish and stalk game tn
cerls, painted bunting
Cyai(ospIza
If it becomes too clouded, yet one and lastly macaroni. Stir the mixture
Cough
"We prefer Chamberlain's
finds Its Remedy to any ofl'er for our chilthe lake regions of Maine, is a philoso- does not find it convenient to give it a over the fire until the cheese bus melt- or nonpareil, occasionallysilver can be wonway here from the southern states. dren," says Mr. L J. Woodbury of
ed; then serve ou hot buttered toast.
pher as well as a sportswoman. "All regular cleaning,
a rub with a
It is such a brilliantly colored bird Twining, Mich. "It has also done the
we take out of this world is the good derfully cleaned by
that one wonders if It has not been work for us in hard colds and croup,
rouged chamois. Ojio of these should
Kje, Hair mid Gonna. a
things we do for others and the friend- be In every well equipped pantry.
Think of a creature no larger and we take pleasure In recommenddark
of
has
painted.
hair
Where a person
ships we make here," she says.
They are sure to rub off on hands and reddish hue and- eyes almost black than a sparrow that boants a blue ing it." For sale by all druggists.
Porof Ezeklel
a green back, brown and green
gowns, especially when new, but are
they look best lu a dark neutralized head,
ter, first selectman of Farmlngton, who excellent for an emergency.
and tall, red chin and breast,
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
wings
skin
where
or
eyes,
hair,
brown,
The most persistently and brilliantly orange
was a personal friend of George Washred rings around the eyes and a red
hill'lllOllloUS
n1 (inutnniH UiMlil in
The Bon Ton Lunch Counter has
mute been repainted, and refurnished, and
ington and a colonel in the Revolution- shiuy sliver I have ever seen belongs whole. On the contrary, If n person patch at the base ef the tall
ary war, she was born in Phillips Id to a woman whose maid confided to has lustrous blue.black hair and eyes, parrot dike In color isn't it? The is now one of the best in the Territhe little cottage where she still lives me the secret of its good appearance. with cold
bird of the East Is a tory. They handle everything In the
grayish skin, not rich in col- beautiful iudlgo
under the shadow of trees which her She always used pure alcohol Instead
and so is the lazuli finch eating line from both eastern and
relative
near
costume
If
out
the
stand
will
or, they
which Is
father planted when a young man. of water to moisten her silver powder. U in
A call will convince
harmony with steely blue or cold or bunting (C. Amoona)and which western markets.
Never use a stiff brush or a rough
Bhe grew up with an inborn love of
abundant in our district
you that they know the business.
gray.
forests and the woods life. She loves cloth on a plain surface, for scratches
strongly resembles the1 indigo bird. Its
the woods, and instead of flowers one dire will result A very occasional
For Rheumatic Sufferers.
head, upper parts and the lining of
lleutlnaIron.
turning over of one's silver to a JewIts wings are azure blue, its neck and
with
the
The quick relief from pain afforded
are
patent
If
you
ironing
eler for repollshlng is useful when one
handle Irons and using a gas range, it back are shaded with' brown, Its by applying Chamberlain's Pain Balm
can afford the expense.
re black and white makes It a favorite with sufferers from
Is a good Idea to put a tin cover on wings and tail
of the iron as It sits ou the fire. and Its breast Is chestnut.
rheumatism, sciatica, lame back, lum.
top
Middle Ave and Trim
of the
I
said
have
nothing
from
and deep seated and muscular
the
heat
escapcover
The
bago,
keeps
It is a rare thing to see a woman of
vireos with their hanging nests pains. For sale by all lirugglsts.
and your iron with Its help will
ing,
cara
a
with
light step, graceful
forty
hot much quicker. On a good sized In which He tiny spotted eggs, nor of
riage and a trim figure. We say trim, get
two Irons of this kind covered the towhees with their cheery morn- FAST FRISCO TRAIN
blaze
not slender or girlish. It would be
DERAILED
NEAR ST. LOUIS
a tin or copper cover will heat as ing call, nor of the numerous other
with
foolish to make the outlines of girlhood
birds found in New Mexico either as
one.
the Ideal for a woman of middle age. soon as
menresidents or tourists but I lave
St. Louis, Feb. 15. A fast St. Louis
Nature provides that she shall "fall
tioned some of the most heautlful and San Francisco passenger train
DUhi'loihx.
form
her
Into flesh" a little and that
Make your new dishcloth of knitted birds and some of the sweetest sing was wrecked near Ran ken station
should express something more sub- cotton, and you will be pleased to note ers in the hope that more residents of near this city yesterday by striking
stauuit than the careless grace of a that they may lie washed again ami the Territory will become Interested a switch believed to, have jbeen tam
girl. But women of about forty aw again and still look clear and clean. in and acquainted with our feathered pered with. The fireman and a news
None were
were injured.
far too prone to Indulge the natural After using, always carefully wash neighbors of wood and field and aeent
inclinations of advancing years. It Is cloths with both soap and soda and meadow. And now, with the author killed.
a thing even more rare to find a womof tho Merry Wives of Windsor, "I do
hang them out In the air to dry.
Invite you tomorrow morning to my
an who wakes to the fact that condiWhat to Oo When Bilious.
house to breakfast; after, we'll
The right thing to do when you
tions could be improved and starts to
Suuduy'a Breakfast.
"Make a point always to have an exdo something In that line. Hopeless as
feel bilious is to take a dose of
together." Shakespeare.
and Liver
Stomach
Chamberlain's
it may seem, a figure, a carriage can tra good breakfast ou Sunday mornTablets. They will cleanse the stoming," advises a wise woman In What
be vastly changed even at forty-fiv- e
ARRIVALS
HOTEL
for
ach and regulate ' the liver and tow
years. It is a slow process to effect to Eat. "It starts the day right
els. Try It. Price 25 cents. Samples
such Improvements even at twenty-flv- the nan of the house. Give lihn tie
free at all drug stores.
At the former age It Is propor- things he Is particularly fond of on
Palace.
all others."
tionately difficult. But it can be done. that dav above
Numa Raymond, Geneva, SwitzerI CAN 8ELL
Even though the flesh grow weary and
Robert P. Erveln, Clayton; A.
land;
MISS CORNELIA THDBZA CBOSBY.
.Make Your Own Mmileuin.
to
betReal
Your
can
it
will
the
RaEstate or Buiineee
M.
M.
bring
unwilling,
White,
iMennett, I.as Vegas;
Tack tightly to your kitchen floor an
finds about her rooms bits of pine, ter form. Faithful dally practice In
Nu Matter Where Located
W. D. MtoFerran, Albuquerque;
ton;
branches of cedar and of fir, fragrant contour exercises, general activity and old carpet. Kag carpet is the best. Adolph Iewyn, New York; W. F. Properties and Business of all kinds
and clean.
constant attention to one's position Spread thickly over this a thick paste Pierce, L. J. Smith, H. C. Berger, sold quickly for "ish in all parts of the
United St tes. Don't wait. Writ- - to
When still young her health broke will work wonders. An erect posture of flour and water. When dry, add an- Denver.
other thick layer. Then paint in some
day describing what you have to sell
down, and she took to the forest lift
sitting, standing or walking with
Claire.
be
and
can
scrubbed
dark color. This
cash price on same.
in self preservation, adding to neces
A. F. Witzel, St. Loutd, R. H. Owen, and give
vigilant care over every attitude, will
wear n lifetime.
IF YO
WANT TO BUY
Blty a love of sports and adventure be quite worth while to the woman will,
.Minneapolis; H. Feldman, G. E. Vaw-teany kind of Business or Real Estate
Her adventures in wood and along who has lost forever the fresh roslness
Las
E.
Vegas;
Stern,
Denver;
Ask your grocer for beau bags, for
at any price, write me your
stream have been the theme of many of i.'lrlhood. but who has in its place
F. Kelley, T. L. Walrath, W. M. anywhere,
which he will charge you 5 cents each. John
I can save you time
t
requirements.
a writer, her own stories, written ovei
i and dignity and a sweetness
down both sides and across closed Taylor, Wlllard.
Cut
and
money.
in
else
the signature of "Fly Rod," are fa
the
from anything
Normandle.
DAVID P. TAFF,
ends, hem all around, and you will
miliar as nursery tales In many a world.
RaManuel S, Sanchez, Estancia;
all
suitable
for
two
have
towels,
THE LAND MAN.
good
well
Is
family, and her personality
W.
C.
Las
fael
East
Vegas;
Gallegos,
kitchen purposes.
415 Kansas .venue,
Powder on the Face.
known to thousands of people who
Jones, BIsbee, Arizona; 'Henry Johns, TOPEKA.
KANSAS.
The girl who always complains that
have seen her a welcome guest at sum
1. T.
The hairbrush should have long, soft Mound3,
mer hotel or campflre or city home.
powder shows on her face may be
Coronado.
Manv women today shoot and fish pretty sure that she is not taking cor- bristles that will go right through the
N. S. Herrera and wife, East Las
of
remove
hair
and
the
or
dust,
every
that
particle
and
her
care
rect
of
husbands
complexion
and camp with their
Vegas; John Lewis and family, New
The
brothers In the woods of Maine. But powder she Is using Is not desirable. and must, above all things, be ImmacYork; D. It. Pacheco, Gallsteo; Jose
clean.
and
ulately
American
Fly Rod was the first to make th If the complexion is kept soft
M. Gonzales, Union County.
or
way easy and safe. Her rifle was the smooth with a good facial food
Collection
come
when
Don't
that
people
first to echo In the lake country of hel cream It will accept powder without to see forget
on your day It is a distinct
Years'
of
Disease
Skin
you
Twenty
the
Agency.
a
and
disturbance
and
making
skill
personalown state, and her
raising
No fe. charged
Of call and they expect to be called on In
Standing Cured.
ity soon won her wide attention. Hei girl look like a liutnpty dumpty.
I want you to know how much
miles, collection
Is flaky and return.
fishing tackle, her rifles, her hunting course when the cuticle
li made. We make
Chamberlain's Salve has done for me.
costumes, most of them gifts from molting In large particles any dry subPut a few drops of ammonia ou a It has cured my face of a skin discollection. In all part, of the U. S.
will
but
the
to
stance
like
exaggerate
familiar
are
powder
wealthy friends,
to rub finger marks from looking ease of
ANTHONY P.WILSON, Attorney.
almost twenty years' standwhen the surface is rag
public. Her work In establishing a the trouble. But
or windows.
glasses
several
treated
been
I
have
413 Kansas Avenue,
by
ing.
fine
little
and
smootli
soft
and
York
powder
sportsMaine exhibit In the New
as smart physicians as we have In
KANSAS,
TOPEKA,
men's exhibition has done more to ad- can be used with good effect. Besides
this country and they did me no
Ilia Part.
vertise Maine as a hunters' paradise giving the face a velvety look It will
Magistrate (to witness) I understand good, but two boxes of this salve has
than any one single method of its ad- net as a protection against the winds
not
blow
that
that
breezelets
the
and
you overheard the quarrel between cured me. Mrs. Fannie Grlflln, Troy,
gentle
vertising.
Salve Is for
Miss Crosby Is a convert to the Cath- only in the springtime, but the whole the defendant and his wife? Witness-Y- es, Alabama, Chamberlain's
the court, If sale by all druggists.
sir. Magistrate-T- ell
olic faith and takes an active, earnest, year through.
you can, what he seemed to be doing.
practical part in all church work.
Witness He seemed to be doin' the SEEKS TO PREVENT
DiahwaanlnaV
In
Trick
Herald.
Boston
PRINTING OF THAW EVIDENCE,
Where a great deal of dishwashing Ilstcnln'.
THE FLORIST
is necessary It is a good plan to do
Keeping Silver Bright.
To
CUT FLOWERS ALWAYS ON HAND
Optlnilatie View.
Washington, Feb. 15. Representa
There is nothing uglier than dull, away with the drying of dishes.
Tom (proudly) Miss Pinklelgh has tive
FLORAL DESIGNS FOR PARIn the average
Intro
this
has
make
of
bad
is
Illinois,
possible
Wharton,
It
silver?
smeary looking
n
is promised to be my wife. Jack (cousol- - duced a resolution In the House urg
a rack Is now used
household
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but
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enough
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like
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photographers
table
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shaped
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i""1"- - mails any and all publications
Mail Orders Promptly Attended to
"niK"u
it presages a carelessness that Is far for negatives, only, of course, mucn
News.
rinsed
with
clean
Colorado, Phone 92.
After
beiug
talnlng the reVoltlng details" of the
from reassuring to the diner.
CORNER SEVENTH AND DOUGLAS
Thaw case and otlier cases of a
It Is not enough to give silver a hot water the dishes can be set up on
New Mexico
Inquire of the young people; they )ar natare
East Las Vegas
In the rack and allowed to dry
,
weekly cleaning, as is much the cus
... i
tom. Coal gas, steam and. furnace heat by evaporation. All they needtnen Is Enow everyiuiug.

The line of his railway from Raton to Cimarron, N.
including tho Koehler Branch, is now open for
FREIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic. Due notice will
be given of opening of other extensions.
M.(
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Raton
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Arrive..
Leave (c)

Koehler June
Koehler
Vormojo

Leave
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Cerrososo
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Cimarron
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20
23
33
41
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80 p. m.
,01 p. m.

1140 a, ni.

Arrive 11 10 a. a.
Arrlvo 1130a.m.

.
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Lave

10 25 a, m.
9 45 a. m.
9 85 a.m.

Roswell Automobile Co.
Mall and Passenger Line between
Roswell, N. M, and Torrance, N. M.,
daily Sunday included, connection
with all tralnl on the Rock Island
and Santa Fe Cential Railways.
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
Leave Torrance cn arrival of Rock

Island train due at 2 a. m.
- Running
time between the two
points 5 hours, meals furnished at
Camp Needmore, free of charge.
Excursion parties accommodated by
notifying the company two days in
.
advance.

Agents for the Bulck Automobiles, one of the best known
Best Machines for all pur poses on the market.

and

Two of the best known and best
machines for all purposes on the
Address all communications and In
market.
qulries to toe

Roswell Automobile Co
New Mexic.

Roswell,

11
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ises.-Chlc- ago
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simi-edg-

PRINTERS
PUBLISHERS . .
BOOK BINDERS

Best

Equipped and

tyst

jte Mew
Modern Book Bindery in

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.

Money Lent on Approved Security.

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

Business of

and Briefs for Lawyers.

Non-Residen-

Attended to.

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House.
--

Lot.

Good Location.

FtiU Trees.

Then Ne.

DIRECT ROUTE
The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo is Via the

Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the
San Joan country of Colorado.
For information as to xC, train service, descriptive literature, etc., call on or address
4

G. P.

S. K. HOOPER,

S. S. McBRIDE,

T. A.,

DAILY

NEW

Agt.

Santa Fe, N. M.

Denver, Cole

7HEN in need of
thing on Earth ty a
NEW MEXICAN WANT AD.

i

It will positively bring results.

BLANK BOOK
F
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Publishers of
THE

1M.

e

riiiMiK

the Southwest

Large
Plenty of

1M Palace Avenue,

TTTi

ft

Publishers New Mexico Supreme Court Decisions.
LEGAL BLANKS Wholesale or Retail- -A SPECIALTY
Loose Leaf Ledgers Commercial Bank BooksRecords

COMPANY.

Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Mar ager.

THORNHILL,

"con-large- r.

All Work Guaranteed

NEW MEXICAN REVIEW WTdy.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO Spanish

U

BUSINESS

JIEW FEXlCAfl
Santa

Fe',

-

First-Clas- s

"

TO

COMMUNICATIONS

AfiUF AGTUHERS

FIGURES.

POSSIBLE

AT LOWEST

MEXICAN
ADDRFSS

.

Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 124, arriving
In Dawson, N. M., at 6:10 p. m.
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry, Train No. 123, leaving
Dawson, N. M at 10:05 a. m.
(a) Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
.
Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
1
'
'
Livery Service to Van Houten, N. M.
(c) Track Connection with E. P. & S. W. Ry.
J. VAN HOUTEN, V. P. & Gen. Mgr. W. A. GORMAN, G. F. and P. A.
RATON, NEW MEXICO.
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SHORT STORY
Men ii 81

peoially Selected From Among Best
of the Day.
All Are Bright, Catchy and
Entertaining.

" $hort Story Writers

miles wrath of Albuquerque, N. M.,

ft the june-ti-

The CJ
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

oi

of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System leading
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galvectoi aid
points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, XI Paw

mi

Old Mexico.
1,000 business

out with broad

Daughter

r

1008,

SO

residence lota, tiso

and

70-fo- ot

MiHS

feet, laid

streets', with alleys tO feet

wide, with beautiful lake and public pik and grand old
shade trees; public school house, coating $16,000; church-

By FRANK H. SWEET

Copyright,

ani

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; ser-erlarge merchntile establishments; the 3elen Patent Roll-e- r

al

by Frank H. Sweet

j

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
Located on Belen Cut-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y
I

OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO

gravel.

n

jeed a first class bakery, tailor ssop, shoe

We

oai and

houae, jeweler, plumbing shoj. planing mill.,

yard, drug store, harness shop, ete., ate., sun
modern h'jti!.

wwl

i fni alua,

Our prices of lots ar low and rerms ob. easy paymssU;

title perfect

d
warranty deeds.
purchase monrr,
cash.
remaL
with
on
note,
may
mcvtgiijr security, for one year, with I per cent, intoest ikartex.
V1 U
Apply at ,mce for mag a?d filML if
Ons-thir-

;

Two-thir-

vhe choicest

M

Belen Town and Improvement Company

rot
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Wells Fargo & Company

Express.
General Express Forwarders

"i-I-- yes.

TO

Parts of the World

All

"WWlflffflftH

Mr.-Jo-

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Ctr.acs. IV' o ice
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAFH.

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

nT

'

ho-w- ell?"

fram-

ed (many of tbem improved by cr.ltivafion) ; no aaid

IWkit

The

GO

I ELI.

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lota offered an in the center rf the city,, well

BELEJV TOWNSITE

sta-lio-

MAIL' AND

EXPRESS,

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA Fti WILL

Mill, capscity 150 btrrels daily; large winery; three
was the usual morning
tels,
restaurants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
bustle around the small
at Flnley. On the plat
for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
form were long lines of neatly
packed crates and orange boxes, and
Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad
among them the owners, with stencils
TOE B1CI11,
and paint pots, making sure that theli
city in the aear fmtire eaanot k etiUnttod.
were
all right.
markings
Presently there were a roar and a
quiver, and the great engine rushed bj
and came to a slow stop as the passes
ger cars glided opposite, the platform.
Among those to alight was a young
girl of seventeen or eighteen, plainly
but oxpctislvely dressed, and with e
bright, eager air of expectation. A quick
glance about the platform brought a
shade of disappointment to her face.
After a moment's hesitation she apTHE THIN WOMAN.
proached a man In shirt sleeves and
Williams reached out and struck his
broad, low, flapping hat who was lean3
"Tour landscapes are so quaint and mule viciously, but she did not notice.
When Remedies Full to Fill Ont the
ing against some orange boxes he had
beautiful," she said, with flushed
"I suppose everybody round here
Linen aud Hollow,
Just finished marking.
cheeks and sparkling eyes. "I know I likes father, he is such a good man,"
Sometimes the sad truth dawns upon
"Can you direct me to Mr. John Ausshall like to live hero. Well, I nm all she went on in a tone that was an as- one
tin's place?" she "asked.
that after weeks of patient mas
Can
lake
trunk
and
you
my
ready.
sertion rather than a question.
"Mr.-.Jo- hn
Austin," ho repeated re valise
sage and faithful applications of cream
In your wagon?"
"He kept you to school pretty and what not there Is no
A WONDERFUL LAMP.
flectively. "Why, no, I don'-t- Oh, yes,
change in the
"Yes," gruffly. He was glad to get steady," returned her companion. "I
of course -- Roozv John.'.' He stopped
sunken
lines
of
shoulthe
neck
and
away from her, and he made the work knew he had a gal up north, but bad
How lo Produce u Ilrllllant Light
abruptly as he noticed the Inquiring of
ders; the hollows In the cheeks havo
With Alcohol Vnpor.
transferring the baggage as long as an Idee she was stayln' 'mong her kin
look on her face.
1 reckon
not
Is
even
a
no
use.
it
filled,
little;
possible. Somehow he could not bring
This lamp is not the famous lamp of
"Father has doue everything for me That Is tho
I know. Are you some o' his kin?"
unhappy conclusion, and lu
to tell her the whole brutal
"I am his daughter," she replied, himself
everything," said the girl, with a
some cases It is really final. In the Aladdin, which he had only to rub gentruth. If It had not been his money
In her big gray eyes.
"He
light
tly in order to bring about the most
a
Utile
the
whisat
... wondering
startled
that had been sloleu and If he had no! was not rich, for he once wrote that I quest or the keeping of a fair face and wonderful and extravagant doings lu
tle which came to his Hps and which been
form
Is
one
there
bo
must
that
thing
the ono who had complained of might have to wait a few
the world.
days for my
she noticed he choked back apologet- the
worthless drunkard It would have year's tuition, as money was hard to considered, one thing that will someIt Is, however, a wonderful lamp, for
ically. "I have been at a boarding been less difficult. lie had been
times absolutely defy all effort natsorry get. But it came the very next day,
it
has power to produce an extraor
school .ever since I was a little girl.
ural tendency. There are some cases
and he always sent me plenty for
Tbls.ls my first visit to Florida." ...
where
one
Is thin and always will be dinary light similar to that of a pow
books and dresses and everything I
"An' does your paw,
hn
Austhin In spite of everything. But a wo- erful Incandescent electric globe, and
wanted. He wrote for mo never to
or any
tin, know you're comin'?"
man can determine this easily.
It that, too, without either smoke
stint myself on anything and that after
of disagreeable odor.
sort
"No, but J haven't heard from him
does
not
take
much
to
learn
experience
I graduated I was on uo account to
In fact, you might almost call it an
in- almost a
year. Father doesn't like
come home, but to keep on with my the fact, and when it Is learned there Incandescent
.tor write, but he never allowed my letlamp, only Instead of an
is
one
but
sure
to
do
cultivate
thing
music and drawing and other studies,
electric current you have alcohol vapor
ters to go unanswered so long before.'
of
and
a
grace
movements,
carriage
and wheu I had learned all I could al
or gas.
I feared something might be the matthe school he was going to send me to faultless skin, bright and Intelligent
ter 'with him or the boys, and. he
First, you must be told that platinum
beautiful
hair and white teeth.
Europe to learn more. Dear, dear fa eyes,
wouldn't tell. I just had to come. I
With these and to gain them Is not a Is a metal that has the property of abI hope I may be able to make it
ther!
am so glad that you know him." She
smitM tusk a woman may be charm sorbing a great deal of gas or vapor.
up to him some time."
hesitated and then asked in a lower
Very well. Now prepare your lamp
Itself,
despite her slim proportions.
Williams gave a quick sidelong glauce
thus: Take an ordinary chafing dish
voice, as though she feared her quesNatural
are
to
tendencies
hard
cope
at the earnest face and then gazed
tion would be auswered In the negasteadfastly at the road ahead. He had with when they are In the wrong ditive, "Is
known Boozy Johu for eight years and rection. Somo hair Is naturally thin
'
1
"'Yes, fur as slckiiss goes, your paw's
and meager; some teeth are uneven In
could not remember a single redeem
o'
one
the ruggedes' an' healthies men
contour
some
and
hands
man.
was
feature
the
He
about
arrangement;
Ing
1 know.
II
'low he an the boys never
erratic, shiftless and utterly Irresponsl are built along ungraceful lines. But
bad a sickness In all their born deys.
one
of the faults of nature may
ble. His life was one long spree that every
They're puffectly well, all on 'em. I
reeled between absolute drunkenness be compensated by claanliness, care,
for
their place jlnes mine."
know,
and
But he was a faithful attention to all that will culti"Why, really?" Ilor face grew radigood lawyer and line scholar and even vate charm and a refinement of dress
ant. "Their nearest neighbor!
And
in his partial stuKr was able to pick and manner. Chicago News.
you know the boys and all about them?
up n good deal of money about the
Dear little fellows! It seems strange
courts aud In other ways. People supthat I should never have seen them.
posed that all this money went to the
WHEN WAGES WERE LOW.
You see, when we left Iowa father
dramshops, and the supposition made
sent me to the boarding school and
And
Turkey Dinner For Six Cot
then came south. That was twelve
Only IT Cent.
C'oDluKloaa.
years ago, and I have been at the
"Columbus," said an antiquary of
An Irish lad on the east side was
school ever since. Little Tommy Is alobliged recently to seek treatment at Chicago, "got n salary of $320 a yea- rmost nine, and Fred let me see Fred
a dispensary. On bis return home from less than a dollar a day. His captains
is seven. Is the place far?" eagerly.
MADE THE W011K LAST AS LONO AS POS
the first treatment he was met by this got $180 a year apiece. His crew got
"'Bout half a mile."
SIBLE.
$2.25 a month. To equip tho expedi
inquiry from his mother:
"Well, of course, I can go with you. for his
justifiable act ever since ho
"An' what did .the docthor man say tion that discovered America cost $2,- I'll run and see about my baggage and
made the complaint, and now "Well, was the matter wld
800.
The total cost of discovering
your eye?"
be back directly." Won't they be sur- he
would take the girl home to his
"He said there was some furrln sub America was $7,200.
prised?" ; And, leaving 'him staruig wife, She had more tact than he and
stance in it."
"Lawyers nowadays, especially cor
blankly at a knothole in' the platform, would know ,1ust what to do.
'Shure!" exclaimed the old woman, poration lawyers, think nothing of
sbe hurried awny to look after hei
This mental throwing of the respon with an
air, "now, maybe. earning u Dillon a year. In the reign
trunk and valise.
from his own shoulders brought
away from thim Eyetallan of Edward IV. a baronet entered In bis
Half a minute passed, then the man sibility
back his natural cheerfulness and ye'll kape
boys!" Success Magazine.
diurnal, or diary:
raised his head with a dismal, express.
buoyancy, and he smilingly motioned
" 'Paid to Roger Fylpott, learned In
tor the girl to climb Into Ms wagon.
Her Impreaaion.
the law, for his counsel, 3 shillings.
"Ever ride after a mule before?" be
"Now I have an impression In my with fourpeuce for his dinner.
asked as he left the animal's head and
head," said the teacher. "Can any of
Ministers often make today $20,000
cllinbed up on the seat beside her.
you tell me what an Impression is?"
or $30,000 o year, yet John Knox only
"No." Then her face grew wistful,
"Yes'm, I can."
a little fel got $220 a year, or $4 a week, and that
"Do you suppose father and the boys low at the foot of replied
the class. "An Im- was a dollar more a wek than Scottish
ure at nomo today? '
pression is a dent In a soft spot.'! Bir- judges got.
"I 'low they wou't be there Jest right mingham (Ala.) Advance.
"Small salaries, those," concluded the
now," he said evasively.
"You see.
WONDERFUL VAPOB LAMP.
"but we must remember
antiquary,
know
was
so
they dldnj
you
comin',
In that epoch there were no trusts lamp (alcohol lamp), tlx up a strong
that
He Write For Money.
to
be
a
off
for spell. But
they happen
Lady Gusliiugton-- So
your soii is a to Inflate prices, and a dollar went a wire arm over it, something like a. fan
you wusM't let It put you out any,
street lamp post or shop sign supreal
How
author!
dlstrnctlngly inter- long way. In fact, a Christmas dinner cy
with :more animation. "I'll take, you
for a family of six would have cost In port, and from tills arm suspend a
home, an' my wife'll flit you up mighty esting! And does he write for rnouey?
John Knox's time: For the turkey, 10 platinum wire which has been twisted
Practical Dad-Y- es;
I get his applica
epmf'table till they git back."
cents; cranberry sauce, 2 cents; pota Into a spiral. Make sure that the wire
"inanK you. jiut why can t I go tions about once a week.
1 cent; turnips, 1 cent; celery, 1 bangs directly over the wick or the
toes,
to
house
the
wait
and
for
them?
right
Her Perch.
cent; plum pudding, 2 cents; total, 17 holo through which tbe flame rises.
It would be such a surprise."
"Did he propose to her on bis knees?" cents, or less than 3 cents a head.
Now light the wick or alcohol, and
"No, no!" he ohjeeted, with sudden
"No. but she accepted him on them "
the flame will quickly shoot up the
entreaty. "By no manner o' means.
Houston Post.
platinum wire and uitike It red hot.
Bachelor livln' ain't ant to keen a
Frleiidahlp With Wild Life.
In a few moments put out the flame.
If a fairy had ever offered to grant
house fixed up, an' Jest now 'tain't in
You will then discover the astonishing
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
me three wishes, "the full confidence
place for you. I know that. vYou must
do Jest like I say an' come to my house
Herewith are some bargains offered of wild animals'' would surely have. fact that the platinum wire, fur from
for a spell."
been one of them and probably the gradually cooling, will grow steadily
by the Ntw Mexican Printing Com
'
"Well, If you think best." She was pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the first. If we seek opportunities to be- hotter (the wick being warm enough to
silent for some time, watching the un- Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheet friend wild creatures and take advan- promote a continuous vaporization of
familiar plants along the roadside aud bound 11; paper bound, 75c; Missouri tage of them, we shall often find, as I the alcohol and the vapor being steadthe curious, bright colored chameleons Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code have done, that there is no lack of re- ily absorbed by tbe platinum wire),
that flashed from the warm sand in Pleadings, 16; the two for 110; Adapt sponse on the part of the animals. I and as soon as It turns to a pinkish
front of the mule . and disappeared ed to New Mexico Code, Laws ot New once walked up to a pine siskin, as he white color It will begin to throw out
with marvelous rapidity among the Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English was feeding on tao ground and picked an intense clear light, which will con8
palmettos.
leather, $3; 1905 English and Snanlsl him up In my band. He did uot seem tinue as long as tbe alcohol lasts.
This Is an Interesting experiment and
CAN TOP DIBKOT MB TO MR, JOHN AUS
and
"Cur'us, aln'ftbey?" said Williams
Spanish pamphlet. 12.25: full a bit alarmed, aud when a few minTIN'S PLACE?"
worth your trying, boys and girls.
as he followed her glance. "Jest like a Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.50; utes later I set him down he continued
North American.
a
'ive whistle. It was echoed by another, hit o' rainbow strung on llghtnln'. But Sheriff's
Flexible
Cover
Pocket his search for food within few inches Philadelphia
equally expressive, from the other side they're 'mazln' fine things for pets. Docket,
or of my feet. On another occasion a yeltwo
single, $1.25;
The Badger and the Fleaa.
of the orange boxes.
Your brother Freddy used to have one more books, $1 each; New Mexico Su low throated vlreo allowed me to lift
A man who Is familiar with the hab"Waal, you're in It now, for a fact,' that would scoot out from some queer preme Court Reports, Nor 3 to 10, in her from her nest when I wished to
count ber eggs and nestled down com--- its ot many kinds of animals gives an
said the owner of the second whistle hldin' place whenever he'd whistle. elusive, delivered at publisher's
price,
1
amusing description of the way in
sarcastically. VWhat you goln' to do Great hand, Freddy, for pets."- (3.30 each; Compilation Corporation fortably on ber treasures the moment
v
:
'.'bout it?"
.:; ::.
At the mention of Freddy she lost Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws, put ker back. With a forefinger I once which a badger gets rid of fleas. It
'.
"Lord only knows," groaned the man Interest In the plants and chameleons 50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico stroked the back of a red breasted nut- goes to some stream, and, standing on
hatch as he was busy feediog on a the bauk, It reaches around with Its
In. the shirt sleeves... I'Reckou mebbe and turned to him with a tender, tremReports, full sheep, $6.60, delivered; tree. Ernest
Harold Baynes lu St. mouth and pulls a little tuft of hair
I'll have to tell her."
ulous smile on her lips.
full list school blanks.
Nicholas.
out of Its tall. With that tuft of hair
"Reckon niebbe you will," dryly. ,
"It will be so pleasant to have one's
in its mouth it turns around and backs
"How could 1,'' indignantly, "an' she own folks to lire with," sho said softly,
The New Mexican Printing Company
An
Anavrered Prayer.
almost the same, age as my Cindy? "They were all nice to me at the
slowly down into the water. The fleas
a"
prepared to do tbe beat ot brief
"I sent my little girl," writes correLand's sake alive,' man, d'ye s'pose I school, but none of them belonged to work In short order and at
crawl toward the badger's
very reas spondent, "to the butcher's with 50 naturally
was such a. brute as to tell her that me. It will be almost like like heaven onable rates.
head to keep out of the water, and as
who
to
desire
Lawyers,
cents to buy some steak. She came
Mr. John Austin wa'n't nobody bnt to live In the same house with father
have their briefs printed rapidly and home 10 cents short In change and was It gets farther and farther Into the
stream they crawl on to its head and
Boozy John, not. fltteu to, be father to and the boys.".
correctly and to present them to the sent back for the missing coin. Presnobody, an'' that he'd been sent to prisnow In session here ently the butcher's boy called with the finally ou to the tuft of hair In its
Court
Supreme
on most a year ago for stealln', an' that
It jrou cannot afford to nay for a on
mouth.
When they all get there the
time, should call on the New Mex
dime and explained that his employer
the boys was in the poorhouse an' that dally paper, subscribe for. the
Weeklj ican Printing Company and leave the!.-- bad found out his mistake, although badger opens his mouth and lets the
the place wa'n't wuth the brlngln' out New Mexican Review and
tuft of hair float downstream. Then
get tne wrers.
they had seen nothing of my little he comes back to the
of an auctioneer to sell it? For the cream of the week'a
bank, shakes
doings. It Is s
I
went
and
Tbe
on,
time
daughter.
land's sake, Thompson," tell me what good paper to send to your friends
to think
When In need of anything on earth, felt anxious until I heard her singing himself and laughs perhaps
m I to do?" appealingly. T';
how neatly he did the Job. Chlcaga
will merrily in the garden.
want
It
ad.
New
Mexican
a
'Did
you
try
go
"Jest glve.lt to her straight. 'That's
The
la snowing its appreciaback to the butcher's?' I asked. 'Irv, News.
positively bring results.
;
iwhat I'd do. You're too all fired chick- tion ofpublic
the attractive circulars sent
When In need of ahyihlng on earth,
mother, It Is such a long way, so
en hearted, yWilams. H'sh! Here she
out oy ine New Mexican Prlntlnf
asked God to send for tbe dime. Has try a New Mexican want ad. It will
Subscribe for the Dally New
comes now."
lu . regard to rubber stamps, J can and got the new,
It not come yet?"
positively bring results.
ho-

LIMITED

FAST

ALL

1

if

jfjlpj1 fl

Typewriter
renders douWc the

servUll t$M0BWllP

,
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'

'

-
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The New Mexican Printing Company claims to do the best
printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a specialty
of better grades of printing and
binding caters particularly o
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a littla
better than the average does not claim to be the cheapest in thi
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the price
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of the
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with The Company in Tegard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
Mexican Trinting Company, Santa Fe, .N M.

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMF
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TlMS. BUSY

PEOPLE

ARE USING

T1TI1, AND TIM1 12 MONIX

PRICE-LIS-

1

TH1Y IAYS
SAYi.

T

.........

Stamp, not over 2$ inchei log
...Sis
Each additional line on game stamp, 10e,
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2J and not ever 3 inches long. .tOc
Each additional line on same stamp, 15
Ons-lia- e
Stamp, over 3) and not over i imcb.es lonf . . . .IS
' Each additional line on same
stamp, tOe.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 inches lonj; pa inch
additional line, same priea.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two line.
Borders of all shapes, nnder 3 inches long way, Me extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prieet.
Where type used is over one-hainch La ike, w ehargt
for one line for each one-hainch or fraeiiom.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
IQe
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
, t
Regular line Dater
l
Defiance or Model Bam? Dater
$1.10
?ac Simile Signatures, Rubber SUmp aid Wcoi Cat, 1.10
Pearl Check Protector . . . . . ,
l .M
SELF INKING STAMI PADS.
IJitJ, 10c; 2x3J, lie; ii3f IC; 8x4J, c; lisJJ, tOe:
One-lin- e

......

........

lf

It

(4xTi Tic

-

y

RUBBER STAMPS MORS

now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUS1

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS

ADDIIM

JMEy IEXICAJM PRIJT1JVG CO.
IAVTA

F1K1K

M1XI0O.

,

Jl

rAOE EIGHT)

SAN.TA FE NEW M paCAN,

SATA

FE, K.M.

FEBRUARY

FRIDAY,

ZIIIZZZZZZ1-

1

-

-j-

L-

15,

1907.

"

g

RECEIVED TODAY

FRESH
GfDCEtS.

BAtS,

CO.

250 San Francisco Street,

TO BE TRIED
MOTHER AND CHILD
BURNED TO DEATH
FOR MURDER

Personal Mention.

.

(Continued from Page Four)

At Parsons, Lincoln County, by Explosion of Coal Oil Stove
District Attorney S., B. Davis, of
Blew Up.
Las Vegas, spent today In Raton on
legal business.
Feb. 15. Mrs. WilParsons, N.
Hon. E. A. M!iera, member of the
liam Prethero md her
Legislative Council from the Santa
District, went to Albuquer daughter were burned to death here
que last evening where he will spend yesterday in ai explosion caused by
he next two days, returning to San- starting a fire ilth coal oil.
As near as pan be learned, Mrs.
ta Fe Monday morning.
Prethro atteimted to
.1. V. Bergen of El Paso,
the
air8 tax agent of the El Paso and lire In the kitchen stove with coal oil
t
emSouthwestern system, who has been in The stove was piled with
Santa Fe for several days on official bers and an explosion Immediately fol
business, returned to his Southern lowed the pouring of the oil upon the
home last night. Mr. Bergen expects Are.
The force of' tho explosion was so
to spend considerable time this year
in this city during the building of the terrific that It! was heard by neigh
extension of the El Paso and South- bors residing nearby, but by the time
western from the El Paso and Rock- - assistance arrived the entire house
Island railroad line to the Dawson coal was ablaze. The charred remains of
mother and babe were found In the
camp.
Hugh H. Harris, the new superin- ruins.
The grief stricken husband Is emtendent of the Manzano and Mount
Taylor forest reserves, left last even ployed by the Eagle Mining and Im
ing for Albnuquerque to assume the provement Company and 'he arrived
duties of the position to which he was home only to find that his home was
recently appointed. His headquarters in ashes. The shock was a terrible
Mr. Har one for him and he Is likely to lose
will bo In the Duke City.
ris was connected for a time with the his reason as a result.
editorial department of the New Mexican and during the past year held RAILROADS NOT
an appointment as forest ranger on
TO BE PUNISHED
the Jemez forest reserve.
three-year-ol- d

right-of-wa-

Meat Market Telephone No. 40.

rocery Telephone No. 4.

CANNED GOODS.
DRIED FRUIT.
Dried fruit la now on sale from the
We are In receipt ef a car of eastern
1906 crop. We are offering prunes In
ciuned goods, pickles, sauces, etc.
Among these are included the Fern-dell- , especially attractive packages.
Blue Label and Heinz brands. We
packages,
packages
are quoting very attractive prices on and
packages we offer as fol

these goods, which are all the very
best that it is possible for high grade
factories to turn out.
Ferndell corn, can 15c, doz. $1.60,
case $3.00.
Ferndell Telephone Peas, can 15c,
case $3.00.
Ferndell Tomatoes, can 15c and 20c.
Blue Label Corn, can 15c.
Blue Label Peas, 2 cats for 35 cents.
Blue Label Tomatoes, can 20 cents.
Heinz' Baked Beans, 15, 20, and 25
cents.
Heinz' Apple Butter, 15 and 25
ceuts.
Heinz' Chow Chow or Mixed Pickles
pint, 15 cents.

1

lows:
In
40, and 65
In
10, 25 and
We also

red-ho-

Anna M. Bradley Indicted by
Grand Juury in Washington for
Killing Senator Brown.

Mrs.

Washington. Feb, 15. Mrs. Annie
Bradley was "today indicted for
muruer in me nrsi. degree tor tne
shooting of former United States Senator Arthur M. Brown of Utah, on
December 8th last, causing his death
December 14.' Mrs. Bradley probably
will be arraigned next week, but her
trial will not take place for perhaps
two months.
m.

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
Flag

Day Observed
February
School in Excellent

12

MARKET

REPORT.

size, very large fruit, 15,
cents.
size, very fair sized fruit,
40 cents.
have the fruit In bulk and
in
boxes.
On full boxes our price Is very attractive; If you can use so much ask
for price.
Dried Apples, per pound, 10 cents.
Evaporated Apples, very fancy, per
cents.
pound, 12
Evaporated Apricots, per pound, 25
cents.
Evaperated Peaches, per pound, 20
and 25 cents.
2 pounds of California Figs, eating,
for 25 cents.
1
pound of California Figs, cooking,
for 10 cents.
A little lemon added to figs or
peaches in cooking adds to the flavor.
Dried fruit should be soaked over
night or for several hours and then
cooked slowly in the same water until
tender. Quick cooking without soaking will ruin the best dried fruit,
2 pounds of the finest imported
dates for 25 cents.
Dates stuffed with English walnut
or other nut meats make a delightful
confection.
30-4- 0

60-7- 0

2

Minor City Topics.

GALVESTON SECURES
IMMIGRATION

STATION.

Washington, Feb. 15. The establishment of an immigration station at
Galveston, Texas, Is authorized In a
bill which passed the Senate today.

g

Heart Strength

anti-rebat-

Heart Strength, or Heart Weakness, means Nerra
Strength, or Kerre Weakness nothing mora. ho,
ttively, not one weak heart In a hundred II. la It.
elt, actually dlaeaied.
It ii almost always a
hidden tiny Utile nerve that really is all at fault.
Thli obscure nerve the Cardiac or Heart Noire
limply needs, and must have, more power, mora
stability, mors controlling, more governing
strength. Without that the Heart most continue
to fall, and the stomach and kidneys alio hare
these same controlling nerves.
This clearly explains why, as a medicine. Or.
Snoop's Restorative has In the past done so much
for weak and ailing Hearts. Dr. Snoop first sought
the cause of all this painful, palpitating, suffocating heart distress. Sr. Snoop's Restorative this
popular prescription It alone directed to these
weak and wasting nerve centers,
It bolldii
It strengthens; It offers real, genuine heart help.
It you would have strong Hearts, strong digestion, strengthen these nerves
them as needed, with

a.
Or. Shooi f

Bostorativo
FISCHER

W

The Biggest Curio Store in the West

the Place

Can't

The present sunshine and balmy atmosphere that Santa Fe is enjoying
Is unequalled anywhere In the country, California not excepted. That
the present beautiful weather Is to
continue Is shown by the forecast of
the local weather bureau for today
and tomorrow, which predicts warmer weather tonight and Saturday wit'i
stationary temperature.
Yesterday tihe maximum temperature was 53 decrees at 4:10 n m..
while the minimum was 30 degrees at
7:25 a. m., and the mean 42 degrees.
The mean relative humidity was 36
per cent, Tho lowest temperature during last night was 28 decrees and the
temperature at 6 a. m. today was 32
degrees.

e

1

I

Present Sunshine and Balmy Atmosphere Unequalled To Continue
Says Weather Man.

St. Louis, Feb. 15. The first trolley
sleeper ever run In Illinois left East
St. Louis yesterday for Decatur, via
Springfield. Two sleepers will be operated on this line.

2

GOAL YARD.

L

NOTHING LIKE
IT ANYWHERE

TROLLEY SLEEPER SERVICE
INAUGURATED
IN ILLINOIS

COAL s WOOD
CIPIT-A-

t.

Maud W. Thomas has been appointed postmistress at Acme, Chafes
County.
Pensions Granted.
Delegates Andrews has been instru
mental in securing the following pen
sions for New Mexico veterans:
Albert C. Cox, of Ellda, New Mexi
co, Increased to $8 ner month.
Maria G. B. de Baca, widow of Pa
blo uaca, of Casaus, pension $8 per
month.
The following private pension bills
introduced by Delegate W. H. Andrews have been passed by Congress
and signed by the President:
Robert Stewart, of Canitan.
a pension of $24 per month.
Mrs. Joseflta Montano. of Lincoln
New Mexico, granted a
pension of
$10 per month.

MONEYS AND METALS.
New York, Feb. 15. Prime MerSpecial to the New Mexican.
Roswell, iN. M., Feb. 15.New Mex- cantile Paper 5
St. Louis, Feb. 15. Spelter
ico's flag day was observed by the
firm,
Cadet Battalion at 4:30 o'clock in the G.80.
Silver G9.
afternoon, when "Escort to the Color"
was sounded. The weather was per- ljead steady, (!(g0.30.
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
rect and many spectators had assembled to witness the military honors
Copper firm, 2525.25.
to the national flag.
(ft G.
Money on call firm, 4
The flag was
Atchison 104
escorted to the front of the battalion
pfd. 99
New York Central 128
by Company A, under the command of
Cadet Captain Garrett, where the
Pennsylvania 131
For Discriminating Previous to Time trumpeters sounded "To the
Southern Pacific 94
Color,"
New
Law Went
Union Pacific 170
while both the officers and cadets
pfd. 90.
Into Effect.
stood at salute. There was just suffi
Copper 114
(Continued from Page Five.)
Steel 4C
cient bre"eze to hold the beantlCuI
pfd. 105.
Chicago, Feb. 15. No general order silken banner well out from the standGRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS,
K. T. Clarendon and E. Archuleta will be Issued by the Interstate Com
Feb. 15.
Wheat May,
Chicago,
SUNBURST.
ard, as the tall color bearer advanced
were tried for drunkenness, and being merce Commission requiring railroads to his posiliort in the center of the 78
July, 78
The Sunburst Brand of canned vegCorn May, 48
line.
disorderly yesterday at the police to pay rebates and claims for
July, 4G
The
etables Is packed In Kansas.
Oats May, 401-2- ; July, 37.
court, 113 Galisteo Street, and each
previous to January 1, the
This year the Institute has the best
faris
from
lower
than
rate
freight
e
was fined five dollars and the costs date on which tho new
law battalion band that It has had for sev
Pork May, $17.37
July,
ther east and the goods are of very
This
of the court. Teodocio Padilla Is now went into effect.
announcement
eral years.
Captain Fletcher, the $17.50.
fine quality. We offer the following
at work on the streets paying his fine was made today by Commissioner bandmaster, has been doing some
Lard May, $9,971-2- ;
July, $10.10(3)
bergaius for the present;
for tho same sentence. Alarld, who Clark in reply to a request as to the hard work, the results of which are 10.12
Marrowfat Peas, can,
Sunburst
Ribs May, $9,471-2- ;
escaped a day or two ago from the general order as to such claims made apparent when the eighteen men un
July, $9.55.
12
case $2.25.
streets where he had been set to work by the traffic managers for the Chi- der his command appear on parade.
WOOL MARKET.
Sunburst Early June Peas, can
15
cago & Alton Railroad and the Chi- This organization Is a source of great
Wool
has not yet been captured.
St. Louis, Feb.
steady
12
case $2.50.
Marshal McIIughes shipped his wolf cago Board of Trade.
and unchanged
to
those
the
pleasure
at
living
Post,
xtra
can
sifted
June,
Peas,
Early
LIVE STOCK.
as well as rendering
invaluable as
yesterday to Cincinnati, Ohio, where
15; case $3.00.
sistance In the execution of the milithe animal will be placed in a Zoolog- MAY PROVIDE
Chicago, Feb. 15. Cattle receipts
Sunburst Corn, can 10, case $1.75.
cows and
ical garden.
2,000, strong; beeves
The wolf was sold to
tary exercises.
FOR BIGGER NAVY Owing to the splendid weather heifers $1.00 5.35; $47;
United States Marshal Creighton M.
stackers and
Texans $3.G0
which has prevailed for the last three feeders $2.G0(ff4.70;
Foraker, who had the animal shipped
to his brother J. B. Foraker, United House Considering Naval Appropriaweeks the officers have been enabled 4.50; calves $C7.50.
tion Bill May Build Two Mamto do a great amount of drilling. The
States Senator. The price realized
Sheep receipts G.000, steady; sheep
moth Battleships.
Battalion Is now In splendid condi- $3.50?T5.GO; lambs $4.757.G5.
was $100. On the box was this InKansas City, Feb. 15. Cattle retion In infantry, artillery and signal
"My name is Jack; I was
scription:
Washington, Feb. 15. The proceed- drills. Considerable time also lias ceipts, 2,000, Including 100 Southerns;
raised In Santa Fe; am nine months
Native steers, $5.206.5);
old; can take off your hat, shake your ings of the House today upon the 'teen devoted to target practice on steady.
Genuine Cerrlllos lump, ton. $0.00 (Anthracite furnace, ton
$8.75
hand if you wish me to; feed me, wa- naval appropriation bill were devoted thp short practice range. Some of the Southern steers, $3.505.00; Southern
Sawed wood, per 1,000 lbs.. $3.00
Monero lump
$5.75
ter me on the road for I am hungry largely to the consideration of the cadets are making creditable records cows, $2.004.00; native cows and
Katon lump
$5.50 Four-fowood, per cscd, . . .$3.50
Yours respectfully, Mr. question regarding an Increase In the at this work, and It Is expected that heifers, $2.505.00; stackers and feedand
dry.
Anthracite mixed, per ton.. $8.75
navy with especial reference to the mich better results will be attained ers, $3.504.80; bulls, $2.904.15;
Wolfe."
fed
W. T. McCreight, business manager necessity for two big battleships of .vhen the long range work Is taken calves,
$3.257.25; Western
steers, $3.757.75; Western cows,
of tho Albuquerque Citizen, has been tho Dreadnaught type. The amend- up.
It is now proposed that the Cadet $2.254.50.
suffering from a slight attack of ty- ment providing for but one battleship
OFFICE; GarBeld Ave., Ner A..T. A S.F.Oepot. 'Phone No. 88.
was lost.
Battalion be placed In camp some
phoid fever. The latest news la that
4,000; steady. Muthe Is recovering.
time near the latter part of April In tons, $5.00G.OO; lambs, $7.007.50;
STILL FUSSA large delegation of the Albuquer- OKLAHOMANS
order to afford a better opportunity range wethers, $5.25 6. GO; fed ewes,
ING OVER CONSTITUTION. to
que Boosters' Club will visit this city
comply with the government regu- $4.757.DO.
The Santa Fe Railway has
Monday.
lations in practicing at long range firmado one fare for the round trip and
Guthrie, Okla., Feb. 15. One of the ing, It Is not definitely known yet
hundred sections of the report of the commit- whore the encampment will be. held,
it is expected that several
IT DOESN'T COST ANYTHING
Boosters will be here on that day. tee on private corporations, adopted but several places are under consider
They expect to invade the sacred pre- by the constitutional convention yes- ation. However, the most attractive
TO COME IN AND LOOK AROUND.
VISITORS ARE ALWAYS
cincts of the Capitol and make their terday provides for a uniformity in one Is near the headquarters of the
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.
presence felt with members of the the price of all commodities, purport- government engineers situated nqar
Assembly. They want appropriations ing to prevent discriminations alleged the flood gates of the Hondo Dam.
for Albuquerque and for the construc- to have been exercised by railroad This is a beautiful location, and in
tion of dykes to prevent Injury and companies in the price of coal.
case it Is finally determined upon,
An attempt was made to call up the will furnish the cadets beautiful surdestruction of property from overflows
MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
for debate roundings while they are In the field.
of the Rio Grande which are expected "Jim crow" proposition
STOCK OF NAVAJO
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES. ELEGANT
to come this spring. Let them come. early for consideration by the com
The academic work has been excelBLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
mittee of tho whole, but was post- lent during the term which Is now
They will be welcome.
DRAWN WORK GOING AT COST.
MEXICAN
New uniforms have been ordered poned until tomorrow, when decisive drawing 'to a close. Next week will
for the members of tho Holy Trinity action may be taken. A determined be devoted to reviews preparatory to
Band and these are expected to arrive fight on the adoption of such a provi- the beginning of tho third term's
FIVE SOUVENIR POSTAL CARDS FOR FIVE CENTS
in about three weeks. The uniforms sion will be led by Delegate Haskell, work, which Is scheduled
to start
will be of dark blue trimmed in gold (he Muskogee capitalist, who main- February 25.
braid. Twelve uniforms were ordered. tains that the constitution would be
The engineering class' has been In
Miss
You
endangered by the Insertion of the the field every afternoon for the past
RECEIVER APPOINTED
two weeks. They have made surveys
proposed plank.
FOR MINING COMPANY
of several tracts of land besides rePATIENT ESCAPED
tracing several old surveys.
They
FROM INSANE ASYLUM. will now take up their notes and preAlbuquerque, N. M., Feb. 15. Judge
Ira A. Abbott yesterday appointed
pare comprehensive maps of the counTHE CURIO MAN.
Prank H. More of this city receiver of Las Vegas, Feb. 15. Considerable try which they have surveyed.
Look for the Old Mexican Cart.
San Francisco 8treet.
the Jura Trias Copper Company, a excitement was caused here Wedneswell known nilnng corporation owning day by the escape of a patient from
New Mexican advertisers get trade.
properties near Copperton, Sandoval the Territorial Insane Asylum here.
Subscribe for the Dally New
County, which are said to be very val- The name of the palent was Jose
uable. The receiver was appointed
and get '.he news.
and the escape was made beupon application of the First National tween G and 7 o'clock In the evening.
Bank of this city which holds a judg- Montoya appeared on the streeft with
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
ment against the company on a note nothing but a blanket wrapped about
There are several others him. He was taken In charge within
of $3,0(10.
a few hours after his escape by a
judgments aggregating over $15,000.
The company is heavily capitalized, policeman and lodged In the city
Postofflees Established.
most of the stock helng held by four jail over night, being returned to
The following poatofflces In New
or five wealthy easterners In Toledo the asylum the next day.
Mexico were established as money or,
1
and New York. The company has
der offices during January:
been
by NEW CHIEF SANTA FE
promoted
snccessfuully
Glenwood, Knowles, La Cueva,
Thomas J. Curren, a
WEATHER BUREAU Madrid and Melrose. The name of
Clear Creek was changed to Glenwood
mining man of this city, who is connected with the Mogollon Cold and
and the money order offices at HopeAccording to a dispatch from Wash- well and Publltos were abolished. The
Copper Company and other big enter-ington, Richard M. Harding, of Grand following are the postofflees estabprises.
Junction, Colo., has been appointed lished during January in New Mexico:
chief of the United States Weather Brilliant, Colfax County; House, Quay
HAD MANIA FOR
FORGING OF CHECKS., Bureau in this city to succeed Charles County; Cia, Sandoval County, and
DUDROW'S OFFICE BUILDING. Day
35
E. Linney, who has been transferred Telles, Dona Ana
County. The folS." Weather Bureau station
lowing offices were discontinued: AnAlbuquerque, N. iM.( Feb. 15. Libra-d- to the U.
n
Residence No. 106, Grant Avenue, Foot of Pa' lea Avenue, Nights
C de Baca was bound over to the; at Cairo, Illinois. Advices have been drews, Sierra County; Carpenter, BerTaieohont No. 142.
Bernalillo County district court herej received In this city by Mr. Linney nalillo County; Eprls,
SundayGuadalupe
yesterday In the sum of $500 bonds, to the effect tiat the change is to County, and Jewett, San Juan County.
by a justice of the peace on the charge! take place most any day. Mr. Hard
Changes In New Mexico Postofflees.
FLAT :
A postofflce
of forgery. Baca was out on bond) ing was formerly connected with the
has been established
is
well
known
In
and
station
this
at Causey, Roosevelt County, Joseph
city
pending trial on a similar charge. He,
of Major R. J. M. Manes, postmaster.
seems to have a mania for forging! here, being a
s
DR. DIAZ'
SANITARIUM.
checks as he hag been under arrest Palen.
Harry D. Nelson, has been appointa score of times during recent years,
ed postmaster at Victoria, Dona Ana
Cor. Water St. mi Caspar Ave.
jg but has
to escape a
such County, New Mexico.
Butchers'
certificates,
managed
always
shipping
EASY CHAIRS.
NEW MEXICO V
SANTA FE
G. H. Morris has been appointed
penitentiary sentence by settling his as are required by law, printed In
Choice Line of
troubles out of court. He tailed to blank form by the New Mexican postmaster at Colano, Mora County,
ELECTRIC LIGHTED.
Office just established
CIGARS AND TOBACCO
g give bond and was committed.
Printing Company.
STEAM HEATED.
AT THE
5
ALL MODERN C0NVENI- -
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Pharmacy

CELEBRATED CANDIES

BUTqEfS!

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S
No.

Both HUYLERS and GUNTHERS'

J. S. CANDELARIO.

DRUG

COMPANY

"Ml

301-30- 3

Mbn-toy-

DUDROW

gUBLM-HER-S

a

& MONTENIE

Undertakers and

Black-tower-

Embalmers

well-know- n

1

Picture Framing

All Kinds of

EMBERS

'Phone

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

Celebrated Frey Patent
OPENING

FREE
Reading Rooms

PLAZA

BILLIARD

AND

POOL

PARLORS

Why not spend an eve there?
Side Plaza.
GEO. O. CLARK.

Proprietor.

ENCES FOR SICK

Eiisi
v..;,
..

PEOPLE.
to $50 per Week.
Paymentiovarlably In Advance.
PRICESV-- W

'

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and

Chronic

'(t

Constipation.

ar to

fh

DUMB

tardive

Fnnf Syrup

IRELAND'S PHARMACY.

Cleanses tho lystrai
thoroughly and dears
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.
t Is

i'irrnd

:

BLANK

:

BOOK

4

